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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International In Our Sikh Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 14, 1968 10* Per Copy
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXIX No. 271
MERGER OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS IS URGED
•
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We stele the following from the
Fulton paper. The name of it
is 'Those Good Old Days".
Grandmother on a wintry day
Mtlked the cows and fed them
hay,
Slopped the hogs, saddled the
mule,
And got the children off to
school;
Did a washing, mopped the
Boors,
Washed the window and did
some chores;
Cooked a dish of home-dried
fruit,
Pressed her busbentre Sunday
suit;
Swept the parlor, made the
bed,
Baked a doran loaves of bread;
Split some firewood, lugged it
in—
Enough to fill the kitchen bin;
Cleaned the Lampe and put is
oil,
Stewed some fruit she feared
alight Well;
Churned the butter, baked' a
cake,
Then exclaimed, 'Tor goodness
sake,
The calves have got out of the
pent"
(Centineed on Beek Page)
County Man
Passes Away
Goebel Morris of Murray
Route One succumbed this
morning it 12:40 at the Con-
valescent Division of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased, age 68, a re-
tired farmer, was born Decem-
ber 11, 1899, in Calloway Coun-
ty to James Morris and Tely-
thia Lee Morrie. He was a mem-
ber of the Poplar Springs Bap-
tist Church.
Mr. Morris is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Morris, who is
• patient at a nursing home in
Detroit, Mich.; five step daugh-
ters, Mrs. Donie Douglass, Mrs.
Bertha Preston, and Mrs. Nell
Wilson, all of Pontiac, Mich.,
Mrs. Wilma Douglas of Aub-
urn Height*, Mich., and Mrs.
Nettie Gibbs of Paducah; one
sister, Mrs. Myrtle Smith of
Murray Route Six; one nephew,
Glen Smith of Murray Routs
Six, one niece, Mrs. Dorothy
Wimsatt of Elizabethtown.
Funeral arrangements argatn-
complete, but friends may eel
at the -Max H. Churchill Funeral
Rome.
Membership Meet
Planned Thursday
By Oaks Club
The Oaks Country Club will
have its annual membership
meeting on Thursday. Novem-
ber 14, at 7:30 p.m. at the
club.
Joe Pat James, president,
urges all members to be pre-
sent as several important mat-
ters are to be voted on.
If members are unable to at-
tend. they are asked to please
sign their proxies and send
them by the persons who will
be exercising them or mail
them to the secretary, James
A. Rogers, 207 North 16th
Street, Murray.
WEATHER REPORT
Valloadl Prow Isiersailloast
by United Press International
Partly to cloudy with chimes
of showers mostly west today
through Friday. High today 51
east to 64 west. I..ow tonight
36 cut to IN west. Warmer Fri-
day.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 354.5,
up 0.5.
Below dam 301 2, down 0.7
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 364.5 no
03
Below dam 3029. down 02.
Sunrise 6 34. sunset 448.
Mrs. Kelso
Injured In
Accident
Mrs. Glenn (Fay Nell) Kelm
of *Lynn Grove Route One was
Injured in a school bus collis-
ion this morning just as she
started to make her morning
schedule.
Reports are that she had
darted across Highway 94 in
front of the damn Holaspple
home when the brakes failed
or the bus and she went into
a ditch.
Mrs. Keiso was admitted to
the Murrey-Calloway County
Hospital. Officials at the hos-
pital said she suffered a fract-
ured vertebra, laceration un-
derneath the chin, contusions
of the lower right leg and hip,
and a large contusion along the
front lower chest.
No children were on t hi
school bus at the time of the
accident. Mrs. Kelm drives a
school bus for the Lynn Grove
School area.
Firemen Are
Called Out
The Murray Fire Department
answered three calls yesterday,
according to the records of the
department.
CO2 was used to extinguish
the flames on the truck van of
Jones Cleaners that was on lire
at 111 North 9th Street. Fire-
men said wiring on the truck
had gotten on fire This call
was at 9:15 sm.
Two calls Wednesday after-
noon were for grass fires. They
were at 1002 West Main Street
and at South 9th Street Ex-
tended. Firemen said the fire
on 9th Street was about 100
yards outside the city limits and
they stood by to keep the fire
from spreading.
Licensed Practical
Nurses To Meet
The Licensed Practical Nurs-
es of District 17 will hold their
regular monthly meeting on
Tuesday, November 19, at seven
p m. in the conference room at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dr. Samuel Bell will be the
guest speaker. All members are
urge to attend.
Sigma Alpha Iota
State Day Planned
Here This Weekend
The Iota Beta Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota, professional
fraternity for women in the
field of music at Murray State
University, will host the an-
nual state day of Psi Province
on Friday and Saturday, Nov-
ember 15-16.
Chapter members from the
'University of Kentucky, Lexing-
ton, Union University, Bar-
bourville, and Morehead State
University will attend the event
here at Murray.
This year's state day will
feature Grace Carlson. national
chaplain, as special guest of
honor The schedule will in-
elude workshops, recital, lun-
cheon. and banquet.
On this special day members
of the SAI learn how music
can be advanced in a local, nat-
ional, and international sett-
ing.
Mrs. Richard Farrell is the
sponsor for the Murray chap-
ter. Officers are Deanna Olson,
president; Cathy Dowdy, vice-
president. Maribeth Kaegi, re-
cording secretary; Nancy Hugh-
es, corresponding secretary;
Nancy Berry, treasurer; Don-
na Egbert. chaplain; Becky
Grant, editor: Cheryl Benda,-
sergeant-at-arms
Two Purse Thefts
Are Reported Here
Two thefts were reported to
the Murray Police Department
last night at 11:25 p.m., ac-
cording to the investigating re-
ports flirt bevel& police.
Nancy Hughes of Woods Hall
and Cheryl Benda of Hester
Hall. Murray State University,
said that their purses were sto-
len from the Fine Arts Build-
ing sometime between eight
and ten p.m., according to the
report.
Miss Hughes said her purse
was a wooden one with the in-
itials on the front and it con-
tained her check book, driver's
license, and change.-
Miss Benda told police that
her purse contained her social
security card, college ID card,
blank check, keys, billfold,
change, and medicine.
PLATE STOLEN
John Sammons reported to
the Murray Police Department
this morning at seven o'clock
that the license plate had been
stolen off his car parked at
the lot of the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Donna Jones, Ernie Williams
Wins First Place In Contests
Two groups of Murray High
School speech students parti-
cipated in contests over the
past weekend winning two first
place, two second place and
one third place trophies a t
Frayser High School in Mem-
phis and at Trigg County High
School.
In the Memphis tournament,
Darlene Stuart won third place
In dramatic interpretation I n
competition with approximate-
ly 100 students She received
the National Forensic League
Degree of Excellence for this.
Mrs. Austin Named
To Supervise Group
Of Students Abroad
Mrs. Lucille Austin of Mur-
ray High has been selected to
sponsor and supervise a group
of students attending one of
American International Ars-
demy's accredited overseas
summer courses.
While abroad, the group will
attend a series of on-site lect-
ures and discussion in some
of Europe's most fascinating
cities. College and high school
credit will be granted to tho
who participate.
Interested teachers and stu-
dents should contact Mrs. Lu-
cilb. Austin, 1311 Farris Aye,
Murray, telephone. 753-1946.
Deborah Mabry received the
NFL Degree of Honor for the
points she earned at the Mem-
phis contest.
Donna Jones won a first
place trophy at Trigg County
in original oratory. She receiv-
ed her NV.. Degree of Merit.
Connie Lowry won second place
in original oratory and her
NFL Degree of Merit. Ernie
Williams won the first place
trophy in extemporaneous
speaking_ Linda Boyd won sec-
ond place in dramatic interpre-
tation. Members receiving NFL
degrees were David Bucking-
ham, Degree of Distinction and
Kitty Steele. Degree of Merit.
Other members who particip-
ated in the Memphis tournam-
ent were Laurie Alexander,
Mark Blankenship, Cary Brand-
on, Wende Flood, Skip Hamra,
Becky Hoganeamp, Liz Dodson,
Molly Stubblefield, Jo Anne Ro-
berts, Wanda McNabb, Jayda
Stuart and Linda Showman.
Mrs. Eugene Flood, Mrs. Philip
Hamra and Ronald Beshear, tea-
cher. accompanied the group.
Those also going to the Trigg
County tournament were Deb-
bie Steele, Nancy Diuguid,
Nancy Mathis, Suzanne Jones,
Mary Matarazzo, Wade Outland,
Bill Pinkston and Ricky Jones.
MA. Don Jones, and Mrs Ed-
ward Mathis accompanied these
students. Ronald Beshear i
speech teacher and coach for
all the students.
Captain William R. Young, left, Is shown presenting
the troop guidon to the new Troop Commander, U. Robert
C. Vaughn during recent change of command ceremonies
near Munsan-ni, Korea. Captain Young has now returned to
his home here in Murray.
Captain William R. Young
Returns Home From Korea
Captain William R. Young,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Young of 412 South Sixteenth
Street, recently returned from
Miss Roberts
To Speak At
School Here
Rosemary Roberts, formerly
associated with the World
Council Of Churches in Geneva,
Switzerland, will speak to the
5th session of the School of
World Outreach in the sanctu-
ary of First United Methodist
Church on Sunday evening. No-
vember 17, at 6:30.
She will speak to an assemb-
ly of adults and senior highs
on the "New Signs Of Renewal
In The Church." The new forms
which the Christian ministry
of clergy and laity is taking in
today's world will be highlight-
ed from her experience in the
World Coun01 Of Churches.
Miss Roberts, a native of
Portland, Oregon. currently
serves as the associate execu-
tive secretary of the Christian
Women's Fellowship Depart-
ment of the United Christian
Missionary Society in Indiana-
polis, Indiana. The United Soc-
iety is the major agency af
the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) for home and world
missions.
Following her presentation
the adults will divide into six
smaller groups and the senior
highs into two groups, to dis-
cuss her presentation and to
suggest new forms Of mission
in Murray.
The public is invited to at-
tend this discussion Sunday
evening at 6:30 in First Me-
thodist Church.
Miss Rosemary Roberts
a. 13 month tour of duty with
the U.S. Army in Korea.
While in Korea, Captain
Young was assigned to the 4th
Squadron, 7th U S. Cavalry, 2d
Infantry Division. He servea
11‘.firs: as the Squadron 5-2 and
later as the Commanding Of-
ficer of the Headquarters and
Headquarters Troop.
The "Garry Owen" Seventh
Cavalry, although completely
modernized and mechanized,
still honors the same traditions
and heritage established during
the Indian Wars under the
leadership of Gen. George A.
Custer. Today, in addition to
its reconnaissance and security
missions, it is responsible for
assisting in the frontline de-
fense' against infiltration into
the Republic of Korea.
Captain Young is a graduate
of Murray High School, Murray
State University, and the Uni-
versity of Kentucky College of
Law. He was admitted to the
Kentucky State Bar in 1967.
He will spend a few days with
his parents before returning to
Fort Knox, Kentucky, for the
remainder of his active duty.
Rescue Squad
Answers Calls
The Murray-Calloway County
Civil Defense Rescue Squad an-
swered two calls yesterday in
rural areas.
Wednesday morning the
brush fire truck was sent to
Morris' Grocery on Highway 94
East to extinguish a car that
was on fire. For a time the
blazing vehicle was a threat to
the gasoline pumps. Squad
members used the trucks' 300-
gallon water supply and more
from a nearby house to put out
the fire. The car, belonging to
Thelma Hargrove, was a com-
plete loss.
Last night about 830 mem-
bers of the Murray Rescue
Squad responded to a call to
the Willie Emerson farm on
the Kirksey highway two miles
north of Stella. A barn with
800 bales of hay inside was
burning fiercely, threatening
nearby buildings and fields.
The squad stood by several
hours until the blaze cooled.
CORRECTION
A news story yesterday con-
cerning the organization of a
Mother's Patrol at Robertson
School contained an error. The
story indicated that a local
firm, Murray Fabrics, inc.,
operated by Leonard Vaughn,
owned ter Glove Company.
This is error. Murray Fab-
rics is distributor for several
glove ~swans. Mr. Vaughn's
firm contributed white gloves
to the mothers on the patrol
free of charge.
Tiger Band
To Play At
Grid Meet
The Murray High "Tiger"
Marching Band will present a
marching show at the Murray
State-Evansville football game
this Saturday.
The Tiger Band, directed by
Phil Shelton, has been select-
ed as the honor band and it
will perform both precision and
pagentry segments which is ex-
pected to please the large
crowd expected at the game.
Murray State has lost only
two games this year, one a
cliff-hanger to Eastern, OVC
Champions, and the other last
week to Austin Peay, who bush-
whacked the Racers in the fin-
al minutes of the game.
The Tiger Band has won
many honors in the past, re-
gularly placing high in band
competition.
16th Accident
Is Reported
The intersection of 8th and
Main Streets was the scene of
a traffic accident yesterday at
12:15 p.m., according to the re-
port filed by the investigating
officers of the Murray Police
Department.
No injuries were reported in
this, the 16th accident for the
month in the City of Murray.
Cars involved were a 1966
Pontiac four door sedan driven
by Olivia Kiebler Turley of 905
Olive Street, Murray. and a
1963 Ford convertible driven
by Ted E. White of Route One,
Hope, Ind.
Police said the Turley car
was going south on 8th Street
and the White car west on
Main. Both drivers said they
thought they had the right of
way at the school crossing sign
when the collision occurred.
Damage to the Pontiac was
on the left front fender an'
front bumper and to the For ,
on the right front fender, right
rear fender, and right door.
Sportsman's Club
Plans Trap Shoot
The Calloway County Sports-
man's Club will have a trap
shoot on Sunday, November 17,
starting at 12:30 p.m.
The shoot will be held at the
shooting grounds located off
the Mayfield Highway 121.
Prizes will be awarded
The public is invited to at-
tend, according to the officers
of the club.
State Department Urges
Merger Of Two Systems
Jim Daniels, Assistant Direc
tor of the Division of Build.
ings and Grounds, Frankfort,
Kentucky, was the speaker be-
fore the County Board of Edu-
cation last night.
Mr. Daniels presented a re-
cently completed State Depart-
ment of Education report con-
cerning the needs of the Cal-
loway County School System.
The State Department report
dealt with the status of the
counfy-elementary program and
the report showed that none
of the present elementary cen-
ters in the county are accept-
able. 
The department recommend-
ed that the following action be
Funeral Services
Held Today For
Mrs. Otis Lovins
Funeral services for Mrs.
Esther Blalock Lovins of Mur-
ray Route Five were held to-
day at three p.m. at the Poplar
Springs Baptist Church with
Rev. Charles Chumbler officiat-
ing.
Pallbearers were J. T. Bon-
ner, Dr. Castle Parker, Max
Bonner, George Bonner, R a y
Williams, and Bill Firess, all
nephews of the deceased Bur-
ial was in the New Concord
Cemetery with the arrangem-
ents by the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Lovins, age 65, died
Tuesday at P20 p.m. alp the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital.
Survivors are her husband,
Otis Lovins; daughter, Mrs. Ber-
nard (Wilma) Gannon; son,
Gene Lovins; two sisters, Mrs.
Burman Parker and Mrs. Guy
Lovins; brother, Clifford Bla-
lock; eight grandchildren.
John C. „Winter
John C. Winter
Elected To Lea
John C. Winter, of the Fine
Arts Department, Murray State
University, was elected presi-
dent of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association, at its an-
nual convention, held at More-
head State University, Novem-
ber 10th-12th.
A professor of piano and or-
gan at Murray for the past
twenty years, Mr. Winter is
well known as both a perform-
er and teacher. He will head an
organization of approximately
two hundred teachers from the
colleges, universities, and pri-
vate studios of Kentucky
Other offices Mr. winter has
held in the state organization,
which is an affiliate of Music
Teachers National Association,
are: State Piano Chairman, Ed-
itor of "Kentucky Music Teach-
er", and First Vice President.
Other Murray State faculty
members who participated in
the convention at Morehead
were Dr. James Woodard,
KMTA chairman of Theory and
Composition, and Mr. Neale B
Mason, who presented a pro-
gram on the teaching of count-
erpoint.
In the concerto competition
sponsored jointly by KMTA and
the Louisville Orchestra, Gayle
Schmidt, Murray State Univer-
sity sophomore, and piano stu-
dent of Denson Elliot, placed
second.
Local Sorority To
Collect, Telethon
Members of Alpha Gamma
Delta social sorority will col-
lect money for the Lion's Club
Telethon at the Murray State-
Fvansville football game Sat-
urday.
The girls will be at each
gate at Cutcbin Stadium. All
contributions will go to support
many westerns Kentucky child-
ren who receive help for var-
ious handicaps. Please remem-
ber to bring some extra change
to give to this worthy cause
Ann Griffin is altruistic chair-
man .of Alpha Gamma Delta.
11`
taken in the priority in which
they are listed.
I. It is believed that a merg-
ed system comprising the pre-
sent Murray Independent School
District and the Calloway Coun-
ty School District would be able
to offer greater opportunities
for the youth of Calloway.
County than can be offered by
two school districts. While it is
(Continued on Back Page)
Former Teacher Of
County Is Buried
Here Today
E. E. Wright a former Callo-
way County School teacher,
passed away Tuesday at the
Baptist Hospital in Nashville,
Tenn.
The deee.osed was 78 years
of age and was a resident of
Bruceton, Tenn. He is survived
by his wife, the former Myrtle
Orr of Calloway County. sister
of Mrs. Jessie Orr Phillips of
the county.
Other survivors are two dau-
ghters, Mrs. Elizabeth Sweet of
Miami, Fla., and Mrs. Nell Ftea-
vis of New Orleans, La.; one
son, J. T. Wright of Houston.
Texas; two brothers, Rudy
Wright of Memphis. Tenn., and
Bill Wright of Homestead, Fla.;
eight grandchildren.
Mr. Wright was a member of
the Bruceton United Methodist
Church where funeral services
were held today at one p. m.
Graveside services were held
at the cemetery at the South
Pleasant Grove United Metho-
dist Church in Calloway County
today at 3:30 p. m. with the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
in charge of the arrangements.
Annual Magazine
Drive, Murray PTA
Starts On Friday
The Murray High School
Parent - Teacher's Association
will conduct its annual maga-
zine subscription drive from
Friday, November 15, to Fri-
day, November 22.
Bro. Aude McKee, P-TA pre-
tident, urges all parents to ask
their high school age child to
bring one subscription to school.
This is the only money-making
project the organization con-
ducts during the year. All pro-
fits are used for some extra
benefit to the school plant for
the students' use.
These subscriptions are i n
plenty of time to use as Christ-
mas gifts. Each home is urged
to send one subscription.
Several Cases Are
Heard In Court Of
Judge McCuiston
Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
Wilbur Dyer, public drun-
kenness, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; Sheriff.
Jerry Day. Route One. Bol-
ton, drag racing, amended to
reckless driving, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Dan Moore Hale, Route Thr?e
Murray, driving while intoxi-
cated, fined $100.00 costs
313.00; State Police.
Dwayne Smith, 1102 Vine
Street, breach of peace, fined
610.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Martha Cornwell, Benton,
cold checking. amended to
breach of peace, fined $100.00
costs $25.00, restitution $25.00;
Sheriff.
Sammy Joe Parker, 1626 Ha-
milton, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $1800; State Police.
Lymon E. Knight, Route
One, Hardin, operating on re-
stoked license, fined $10 00 costa
$18.00; State Police.
ONE CITED
One person Was cited for
illegal possess= of alcohol by
the Murray Police Department
oil Wednesday.
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THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 14, 1968
Quotes From The News
ay. mirrom mass INTERNATIONAL
JODFtELL BANK, England — Sir Bernard Lovell of
the Jodrell Bank Observatory, commenting on the pro-
gress of the Soviet Union's new unmanned lunar probe.
Zoad 6:
-The Russians appear to be taking things callnly
and are not rushing."
NEW YORK — M. T. Mehdi, secretary general of the
Action Committee on American-Arab itelations, denounc-
ing the indictments against three Yetnini Arabs accused
of picitting to assassinate President-elect Richard M.
Nixon:
"Rather, it seems that there is a conspiracy OC;
sa..s.Ninate the Arab character in America."
BRUSSELS — West German Chancellor Kurt Klestil-
ger, (exiling for the strengthening of NATO in the face
of the invasion of Czechcslovakia:
"What is foremost at stake is the freedom of Euro-
pean nations."
OMAHA, Neb. — Dr Warren Thomas, director of the
1 
7.)ooely zoo, expressing pleasure at the successful mating
Of Benoit, the zoo's female got- with Wa,  her reluctant
Deem, Casey I
"She's aggreive and pushy. She knew what dee
wehted, but Casey didn't." 
Bible Thought for Today
And they all with one consent began to make excuse.
—Luke 14:18.
How often we make flimsy excuses when we have to
••=r some divine Invitation and we know we are not
trig honest with GocL
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDO=A TIMIS
Rev. T. A. Thacker was the speaker at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club. He spoke on "Competition".
--lenry Holton was in charge of the program.
An enrollment of 3101 is predicted at Murray State
College by I 965, according to predictions by the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher Education.
The Murray-Calloway County United Fund Drive has
;ow reached $19,252.03 in its drive toward a $20,000 goal,
_Harvey Ellis, Fund Drive chairman, said today.
• Murray High Seniors playing their final football
eame tonight are Buddy Farris, Steve Sanders, Leslie
earraway, Henry Farrell, Dick George, Dan Boaz, Ted
Sykes. Robert Vaughn, Ronnie Christopher, Jerry Henry,
,nd Joe Bob Brewer.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES nut
The Murray High Tigers defeated Princeton High
clehool 26-0 in the annual homecoming game at Holland
:.itaclium. The FHA girls received first prize for the best
rcoat in the homecoming parade. Second prize went to
the freshman float.
Births reported today are a daughter to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Sowell on November 3, a son to Mr. and
Mrs. James Roberts on November 4, a son to Mr and
Mrs. Mahlon Frizzzell on November 8, and a son to Mr.
-old Mrs. James Johnson on November 9.
The Murray State College basketball team will have
iew blue and gold uniforms this ;yeas, Athletic Director
Roy Stewart has revealed
Hazel High School Is sponsoring a book fair at the
..chuol on November 17.
Post-Debut
elOOLYWooD IUPI) —
Mary Gr&er. who made her
ofeasional debut with Bob
Goulet in video's 'Carousel"
special. joins Elvis Presley
and Rudy 'Vallee in "Live A
Lcee A Little::
Title Change
HOLLYWOOD • UPI I —Elvis
Presley's new picture "Kiss My
Firm But Pliant Lips" has un-
dergone a title change to -Live
A Little, Love A Little'
0®Ori;ati, Ccntinuous ShowingFrom 1 p m Daily
OL)AY thru SATURDAY *
CUNT
EASTWOOD
-HANG 'EM
NIGH'„La COLON,,,,,.
of the election is a new appree-
iation of the importance of
tightening up all oar national
values and requirements. We
need to review the era of the
handout through which we have
passed, and determine to cell
a halt to the giveaways that de-
moralize people. Material things
have their place in life, and
hard-working citizens deserve
the creature comforts they an
able to buy for*themselves. But
we need to reappraise the ex-
cessive materialism of the "li-
beral" politic-al vision, No peo-
ple becomes great whey thro-
ugh acquisition of material
benefits, especially those hand-
ed out by a political regime.
The American Republic grew
to greatness because of its in-
ner qualities—its spiritial vis-
ion of life that accented per-
sonal freedom and responsibil-
ity.
The President of the Unit-
ed States cannot overlook his
duty to exercise a considerable
degree of spiritual leadership
—leadership in the spirit of
freedom. He has the duty of
reminding his fellow citizens
that the great civilizations and
the great countries have been
those with moral stamina and
with a passion for self-reliance,
plus respect for law The val-
ues of American life have been
eroded in recent years. They
require restoration in the years
ahead. The Presidency is an of-
fice that can give the American
people guidance in the import-
ance of enduring values funda-
mental to life in a republic.
, Raft in 'Skidoo'
HOLLYWOOD U P I ) —
iGeoree Raft will mairreone of
his infrequent screen appear-
ances in Otto Preminger's
Skidoo" ,tarririg Jackie Glea-
son
--
Mitchum Signs
HOLLYWOOD P I ) —
Robert Mitchum has signed to
star with Mia Parrow and
Elnobeth Taylor in -Secret
Ceremony" in London
MURRAY, ILINTUCKT
Ineonse Taw 1
Quistions asmil
Answers
This column of questions an,.
answers on federal tax matterb
is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a
public service to taxpayers. The
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q •- I started working this Fall.
Will enough be taken out of my
paycheck to cover the new sur-
tax as well as the regular income
tax?
A - For most people, withholding
will be sufficient to satisfy their
federal tax liabilities this year a,
it has in the past.
Withholding rates were adjust-
ed in July to take care of the tax
surcharge. As you started work
after that date, tax will have been
withheld at rates set to satisfy
your federal income tax liability.
The new tax surcharge will
have an effective rate of 72 per-
cent in 1968, Although the tax sur-
charge rate is 10 percent it is in
effect for only 9 months of the
year for individuals. The sur-
charge on corporation income is
in effect for the entire 12 months
of 1968.
Q - Our country place was dam-
aged by lightning. Can we deduct
the loss?
A - If the loss exceeds $100 and is
not covered by insurance you may
be entitled to a tax deduction.
Generally, the loss is the diff-
erence in the value of the prop-
erty before and after the lightn-
ing struck,
For details send a post card
to your District Director widest
for a free copy of Document No,
5174, Disasters, Casualties and
Thefts.
Q - Why isn't a check made out
to cash acceptable as proof of a
charitable contribution?
A - To substantiate a deductible
expense your records must ind
icate, among other things, the
purpose of the expense, to whom
paid, as well as the amount.
A check made out to cash or tc
yourself gives no indication by it-
self of the nature of the expense,
This kind of check must be supp
orted by other records, such as
receipts, to be ueful in proving
any deductions you claim.
A check made out to a specific
organization, a charity for exam-
ple, may well be sufficient to es-
tablish that a deductible contrib.
l eeon has been made.
ife- I've triade a substahtial pledge
to my church's building fund. Can
I take this deduction on my 1969
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THE CRISIS IN NEW YORK
Teel CFIALLINGI OF THE
peassesecy
The array of problems facing
the next President of the Unit-
ed States stagger the imagine
tson. Other Presidents have en
countered crises on their en
try into the White House, but
there has never been anything
on the wale of the difficulties
• facing the United Stages today
at home and abroad.
In the months before the elec-
tion, things went from bad to
worse. After several years of
fighting communism in South-
east Asia, the United States.
through the decision of Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnoin, proposed
that the Communist Viet Cung
be allowed to sit down along-
side the free Vietnamese at the
Paris -peace" talks.
This imitation from the out
going administration was a slap
in the face of the South Viet-
namese who have fought so
bravely and suffered so many
casualties in their resistance
to Red terrorists. The Johnson
administration's invitation was
an especially betrayal of the
Americans who were sounded
or who lost their lives in Viet-
nam. Why were American)
asked to go to battle if Presi
dent Johnson were willing to
negotiate with the VC'
The election campaign itself
was evidence of the tragic state
of affairs in the nation. Left-
wing hecklers introduced a new
and ugly, note into the Amen-
can style of campaigning. This
ugliness bodes ill for the Unit-
ed States in the years ahead
What we have witnessed is a
decline from the standards of
civility that are essential to
the good order of a republic.
Men seeking public office sho-
uld not be subjected to abuse
from anarchists who want to
turn this country into a mad-
house.
After every election, the new
President has the task of bind-
ing up pohical wounds. This
year, the task is not the ordin-
ary one. The campaign, and the
months of agitation and anarch-
ist actaity preceding it. indi-
cated that a spirit of nihilism
—of nothingness-worship—is a-
broad in .he land. This was
especially evident in the tumult
on certain campuses and in the
rise of radical splinter parties
pledged to-: the destruction of
basic American values
What the nation needs in the
months ahead, therefore, is not
routine application of balm to
political wounds but a deter-
mination to get at the roots of
the disorder and the disloyalty
that have convulsed the United
States in the last feu years. A
free republic can stand a few
crackpots, but it cannot perm-
anently endure a sizable disaf-
fected element that openly as-
sers its desire to burn down the
nation and to toss American
values into the junk pile.
There is no place in Ameri-
ca for those who are deeply
alienated, who have selected for
themselves the role bf Benedict
Arnolds. The Congress must
look sternly at the problem of
the disaffected and determine
to do something about. Ameri-
can citizenship is a great bless-
ing, a privilege that millions
of people around the world
would cherish It is shameful
that a minority of our people
see in citizenship a license to
abuse the land of the free and
the home of the brave. The
abuse muet be stopped. Good
Americans would err if they
encouraged excessi4e toleration
that overlooked the war against
America from within.
What is needed in the wake
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return if it is to my advantage?
A - Deductions for charitable
contributions can only be taken
for the tax year they areactually
paid. If you pay all or part of your
pledge this year then you must
take the deduction al your 1968 re-
turn for the amount actually paid.
To take the deduction on your 1969
return you should postpone your
payments until 1969.
Q - My paycheck was a few dollars
higher last time even though my
gross earnings were the same.
Are taxes lower?
A. No, the only recent change in
federal tax withholding rates was
the 10 percent increase resulting
from the surcbarge.
Your net pay could be higher
Social Security taxes are no lon-
ger being withheld from your
wages. An employer is required
to withhold Social Security taxes
only on the first $7,800 paid., Aft-
er that total is reached, these
taxes are no longer withheld sc
that the net amount of an employ-
ee's paycheck will go tn.
Almanac
by United Press Imernatienal
Today is Thursday, Nov. 14,
the 319th day of 1988 with 47 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The moraing stars are Man
and Jupiter.
Flippen in 'Hislifighters'The evening stars are Saturn 
HOLLYWOOD , UPIand Venus. 
this 
Character actor Jay C FlippenOn day in history:
landed a supporting role inIn 1832, the first streetcar in "The Hellfighters with John
the world made its appearance Wayne and Vera Miles
in New York City It carried 30 
persons.
In 1851, Herman Melville's ped 225 tons of bombs on Coo,
story, Moby Dick, was publish- entry, destroying or damaging
t41 
89,000 of the English town's 
. 1n 1918, Prof. Thomas Mass 75,000 buildings.
ryk was elected fine president A thought for the day —
of the Republic of Czechoslova- French Author Emile Zola
kis. wrote. -Truth is on the march
In 1940, German planes drop- and nothing can stop it."
Bridges In Area
Were Not Damaged
No evidence of movement or
damage was found in Kentucky
Department of Highways inspec-
tion of all major bridges in this
area following last Saturday's
jarring earthquake, Jack Gray,
district highway engineer, said
Wednesday
Spans checked in the survey
which began immediately after
the shock included Irvin Cobb
Bridge on the Ohio, Eggner's
Ferry Bridge and George Rog-
en Clark Bridge on the Tennes-
see and Lucy Jefferson Bridge
and Canton Bridge on the Cum-
berland.
Piers and other parts of the
substructure a n d the super-
structure of each span we re
thoroughly checked, said Gray.
Recently, expansion joints in
bridge floors have widened no-
ticeably. he said, but this is the
A First
HOLLYWOOD UPI) —
Universal's "Spartacus" will
be the first American movie
ever sold for distribution in
the Mongolian Peoples Repub-
lic
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
(Fillet - Steaks - Fiddlers)
* Real Country Ham from Gibson's Ham Co.
* Choke Tender Steaks from Parker's Market.
We do not serve anything but the best — we are
not bragging — but you Won't get a better meal
any place .
so why not drive down and see for yourself!
KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT
On Highway 68 in Aurora, Kentucky
Phone 474-2259
The Place You Get the Best for Less!
The voters and the nice people of
Calloway County Democratic
Precinct Captain of Faxon.
MR. & MRS. ELZ1E SIMMONS
result of colder weather.
Eggner's Ferry Bridge is be-
ing repaired but the necessity
for the work arose some time
ago, Gray pointed out. One lane
of the bridge is open to traffic
part of the time.
The work is expected to be
completed in about a week.
Clay said smaller bridges of
the area-also have been checked
for signs of any apparent dam-
age.
The earthquake rocked build-
ings and caused some damage
in a huge area of the Midwest
and South.
MARK EVERY GRAVE
Since MI6
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Pertin White - Manager
111 Maple St 753-2512
MURRAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Boxoffice Opens __ 6:15
Show at  6:45
Tonite thru Sat.
This is the man
with no name.
Danger fits him like
a tight black glove!
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TV CAMEOS: !Men Has
Helen's "Retirement" A Bit Exaggerated
By MEL SIEMER
MISS HELEN HAYES, bright-eyed and
perky as ever, seeming very much with it and
yet lending an air of dignity to the checkered
tablecloth restaurant across the street from
dingy hall where she had been rehearsing, med-
itated thoughtfully on television. One gets the
impression, actually, that she meditates rather
carefully on most subjects, rather than shoot
off her mouth.
"Well," she said wistfully. "there was a time,
I think, when I used to dream that it would
support me in my old age. You know, when
they had those fine Playhouse 90 and Studio
One series. I thought I might act in some of
those-and also, I felt, I could be happy sitting
back at home and just WATCHING shows like
that in my old age."
a • •
SHE GRINNED. "I remember visiting Ethel
Barrymore, all done up in pink and looking pale
and beautiful, just before she died,- she said.
"and I saw that she had TV sets everywhere,
virtually one in every room. That just seemed
lovely to me. If they had kept those good kind
of shows on the air, maybe I'd have had that
many sets, too."
But crestfallen as Miss Hayes is at the van-
ishing of those programs, she hasn't turned
her back on television. When Jules Power Pro-
ductions decided to make the one-hour special
-The Sense of Wonder," to be aired Nov. 13 by
ABC, they asked her to be narrator and hostess
and she said fine, I'd love to -The Sense of
Wonder" is based on two of the late Rachel
Carson's books and deals with something that
too many of us have forgotten—the wonderful-
ness of being aware of nature and natural
beauty, from rip tides to dragonflies' wings.
IT WASN'T a job she did with one hand be-
hSud.her back. either; Miss Hayes obviously does
something well or not at all. She even went up
to Booth Bay Harbor. Maine. on location --Miss
Carson lived there—and did some of her hostess-
ing on camera there, much of it at the shore
line in company with an olel friend of the writ-
er's.
It has been a rather full year for the "re-
tired" queen of the American theater. "Some-
body got a little mixed up there," she said.
"Since January, for instance, I've done a couple
of TV specials, finished my second book ("On
Reflection" I and went into the APA production
of 'The Show-off.' It's a return engagement
and we'll be on tour for 14 weeks. Some retire-
ment, wouldn't you say?"
No longer is she as active theatrically as in
the days of "Victoria Regina" and "Dear Bru-
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
Narrating and appearing in -The Sense of
Wend.," was a labor of love for Miss Hayes.
tus," but it's almost impossible to imagine het
' quitting the stage. "I don't get to see many
shows," she said a little sadly. "especially some
of the off-Broadway ones that must be good.
But I only seem to have Sundays available—
and that's the day I like to stay home in Nyack
and clean up all the little chores and odd jobs
I've let go."
• • •
"IF A CHILD is to keep alive his inborn sense
of wonder without any gift from the fairies,"
Rachel Carson wrote. "he needs the companion-
ship of at least one adult who can share it, re-
discovering with him the joy, excitement and
mystery of the world we 1)ve in." At X number
of years, Helen Hayes is that kind of adult—
aware, feeling, wondering, curious—and the sus-
picion here is that Miss Carson's philosophies
will be in good hands on TV.
HS&M charts new fashion directions.
Charta Cloth Suits
by Hart Schaffner &Marx
HS&M points the right fashion direction tot fall arid winter with
Charts Cloth a new travel-wise fabric woven exclusively for
HS&M of the world's best pure virgin wool Fall-hooted colors
-Mercator Gray. Horizon Blue, Compass Bronze. Meridian
Green-are newly discovered in today's "Navigator Patterns"
plaids, stripes, checks and rnM(checks HS&M's Astra advanced
vying *teems you on course on the right fashion For exempla.
this Astra two-button model with squared shoulders, slightly
shaped waist, double-piped lower pockets
vents.
and side lipi.
\
ii
$125')
Other Suits from $412
Use our Christmas Lay Away
REEcE,s
510 W. Main Murray, Ky,
There is nothing liner for a Christmas Gift
than a
4111/ 
Hart Schaffner & Mars Suit
_
TV PROFILE 
'Land of the Giants' Star
is Accomplished Artist
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI i—Gary
Conway is the miniature star
of the new adventure television
series, "Land of the Giants,"
In which he spends his days
escaping giants on a foreign
planet.
Off-camera he spends his
time with paints and canvas.
He is an accomplished artist
who earned his way through
college by painting portraits at
UCLA where he also played
some football.
A man of many talents, Con-
way is also a rancher. He owns
a 400-acre cattle ranch near
Los Robles. Calif., with a clear
view of the famed Hearst
Ranch at San Simeon.
"The only difference between
my place and the Hearst
Ranch is a couple of billion
dollars," Conway says.
On weekends Gary can be
found on the ranch, roping
steers, branding, mending
fences and pitching hay with
his cowboys. And if there isn't
any work to do, he jogs a cou-
ple of miles a day.
The ranch is the old-fash-
ioned variety and includes
chickens, ducks, goats, cats and
cows. At home in Hollywood
Conway's only pet is a German
shepherd, Shannon.
The actor and his wife Mar-
ian—Miss America of 1957—
live in a three-bedroom home
in the Hollywood hills which is
Los Angeles stucco circa 1940,
which is to say it will never
win any prizes for beauty.
Conway. however, demon-
strates his versatility in the
housing business too. He has
designed and is in the process
of building a new home in Bel-
Air, acting as his own con-
tractor.
Purpose of the move is to
provide more space for his
growing family. The Conwaya
are the parents of Kathleen, 6.
and Gareth who is just 6
months old.
Up Early
During shooting of the ABC-
TV series, Conway is up at 6
a.m. in time to report to 20th
Century-Fox studios by 8. Rare
is the evening when he is home
for one of Marian's Italian
dinners before 8 p.m. And then
there is just time for dinner,
a look at the script and bed.
"Our show takes eight or
nine days to shoot," Conway
explains "Because of the spe-
cial visual effects we have to
repeat the same scene two or
threetimts "
Gary previously co-starred
'with Gene Barry in "Burke's
Law."
When the Conwaya have a
little time to themselves they
spend it shopping in furniture
stores and antique shops. They
are particularly fond of "any-
thing- over 30 years old."
Perhaps the most valuable
things in the Conway home are
his paintings, more than 50 in
all. His favorite is a portrait
of Marian which hangs in the
living room. But there also are
abstracts and landscapes scat-
tered throughout the house -
There aren't enough hours in
the day for Gary Conway to
accomplish all the things he'd
like.
At the moment the "Land of
the Giants" is on hiatus, which
allows Gary, to pack up the
family and head for the
ranch where he plans to tear
down the barn and build a new
one.
"LOTS OF PEOPLE seen* to think
that finding a gift that pleases
everyone is a 'Mission: Impos-
sible'," says Peter Graves, star of
the CBSTV series of thr same
name. "But they haven't thought
of United States Savings Bond. -
the gift that every,one welcrinu,.
Why don't you give Bonds this
Christmas? It'll make your Christ-
mas shopping easier- and you'll he
helping America. too."
SP-955-1)
Residential Location
HOLLYWOOD (LTPI I—Pro-
ducer-director Blake Edwards
used the residence of the Duke
and Duchess of Windsor in
Paris as ft location site for the
new Julie Andrews film, "Dar-
ling Lilt."
BEST SELLERS
 I UPI 
(Compiled by Puhlishers' Weekly)
Fiction
AIRPORT Arthur H•iley
THE SALZBURG CONNECTION
--Helen MacInnes
TESTIMONY OF TWO MEN
Taylor Caldwell
PRESERVE AND PROTECT
Allen Drury
COUPLES-John Updike
THE SENATOR- Drew Pearson
THE FIRST CIRCLE-
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
TRUE ORIT -Charles Portia
RED SKY AT MORNING-
Richard Bradford
HEAVEN HELP US.-Herhe'et tarr
N•neellest
THE MONEY GAME --Adam Smith
THE RICH AND THE SUPF.R-RICH-
Ferdinand Lundberg
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE
-4 J Bervan-Schrelber
IBERIA-James A Michener
BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD
Halm 0 Olnott
THE ELECTRIC KOOL-AID ACID
TEST-Thomas Wolfe
THE RIGHT PEOPLE-
Stephen Birmineham
THE DOCTOR'S QUICK WEIGHT
ii1n°cir 13a0mILETm
THE CASE AGAINST CONGRESS -
.8-1Orinit7Binaketirtlilman
Drew Pearson and Jock arderion
OR I'LL DRESS YOU IN MOURNING
Larry Collins and Dominique La'
Pierre
fie
Broadway
By JACK GAVER
UPI Drama Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
APA Repertory Company has
settled nicely into its third sea-
son at the Lyceum Theater
with productions of T. S. Eli-
ot's "The Cocktail Party" and
Moliere's "The Misanthrope."
Two more plays will be put into
the repertoire later.
There are a few new mem-
bers in the company, notably
Brian Bedford, a young British
player who has been seen here
in several Broadway produc-
tions in recent years. He is s
most skilled and personable
actor and is used in both cur-
rent productions to fine effect.
"The Cocktail Party" was
something of a mystery when
first presented here 18
years ago; much discussion
about what it meant exactly. It
doesn't seem so unusual now.
It is a study of human com-
mitments and responsibilities,
of frailties and strengths.
It stands up as one of the
better plays of our time, with
finely chiseled dialogue in a
framework of blank verse that
combines wit with its serious
comment. This is the first time
the play has been done here
since the original production,
and it is worth a visit.
The APA version is generally
satisfactory under the direction
of Philip Minor. One could
quibble about the playing of a
couple of the roles, but such
weakness is easily overlooked
in view 01 the other strengths.
"The Misanthrope" has nev-
er been my favorite Moliere, al-
though some think it is his best
work, but when well done, as it
is here, it can be entertaining
even if dramatically weak and
more a series of dialogues than
a well-rounded play.
This production is especially
helped by a new and brilliant
English version by Richard
Wilbur, who has put the
French verse into a rhymed
couplets type of dialogue that
is a delight to listen to. Some
years ago he did an equally dis-
tinguished job on Moliere's
"Tartuffe" for the Repertory
Theater of Lincoln Center.
This is Moliere's satirical jab
at the insincere and artificial
manners of his time. His cri-
ticism also fits right into the
present when you stop to think
about it.
Alceste is an earnest courtier
who hates the social sham
around him yet is madly in
love with Celimene. a much-
courted young woman who is
one of the worst offenders. He
wants everyone to tell the
blunt truth about everything.
This gets him into all sorts of
trouble, and he decides to flee
civilization. His love refuses to
go with him.
Bedford, who has a major
role in "The Cocktail Party."
plays a rather minor part in
"The Misanthrope" as one of
Celimene's foppish suitors, but
he makes it an outstanding
piece of work that is one of the
memorable things about this
production.
Richard Easton is good as
Alceste, and perky Christine
Pickles is a delightful Cell-
mene. Others in the cast in-
clude Sydney Walker, Keene
Curtis, Patricia Conolly, Betty
Miller, Joseph Bird and Ralph
Williams.
Move
HOLLYWOOD UPI)—Pet-
er O'Toole and Petula Clark,
starring in "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips," moved from location
shooting at Pompeii to Paestum
in southern Italy
BARRY MAY GO PICKIN'
Actor Gene Harry labovel
said in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
that he may run against U.S.
Sen. George Murphy, R-Calif.,
a former actor, in the 1970
election. Barry supported
the late President John F.
Kennedy and Vice President
Hubert H Humphrey
P ..
 •••••• a
ISHOPPING FOR A I
COLOR TV?
If so, shop with everyone . .
but be sure to shop with us!
TV Service Center
312 No. 4th St. Phone 753-5865
*Ally Curtis-Mathes Offers
THL Q-YEAR PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE
WARRANTY
- ONE FULL YEAR FREE SERVICE —
Haffora J•imes - Oivnei
Bobby H Wilson - TV Technician
411.$"1""""*""nrIONINIERNistioweese,$)
CONCERT
By DELOS SMITH
NEW YORK (UPI) —Don't
imagine Columbia has given
up on the Philadelphia Orches-
tra now that it has lost the re-
cording contract. It has just
released three examples of
"that Philadelphia sound" as
Columbia recorded it and has
enough other examples in its
backlog to stay in the business
for a lung time.
That spells competitive trou-
bles for RCA Victor which
took the contract away from
Columbia arsd now is making
recordings teat won't be ready
for marketing until January.
One of them is Tchaikovsky's
"Pathetique" symphony. It has
particular sentimental value
for Eugene Ormandy. He be-
gan his long tenure as the or-
shestra's music director with
It.
And it is one of Columbia's
am releases — a "remastered"
version in stereo of the record-
.ng it made more than five
tears ago, with Ormandy con-
ducting, of course (7169). A
technically beautiful recording
it is, too, but whether it is
more or less so than the one
RCA Victor is working on, is a
luestion to be answered
months from now.
The other Columbia 're-
leases are Moussorgsky's "Pic-
tures at an Exhibition" and
"Night on Bald Mountain"
171481; and a two-record al-
bum called "That Philadelphia
Sound" which is a potpourri
of what Columbia considers
are the best technically record-
ing jobs it did with the orches-
tra over the past 10 years
iM2x786).
The set is being offered at a
bargain price and is made up
of 20 relatively short pieces by
Stravinsky, Chabrier, Debussy,
and Saint Saens among oth-
ers.
It is most evident that Co-
lumbia's sensibilities were
deeply wounded when the
Philadelphia Orchestra gave it
the pitch after 26 years. It will
be the same orchestra for RCA
Victor that it was for Colum-
bia, and the coming argument
will be about which record-
maker has the best techniques
for recording it.
Anyway, says Columbia, it
has a substantial but unspeci-
fied number of unreleased Phil-
adelphia recordings "in the
can." These added to the more
than 200 released recordings in
its catalogue will keep it in
the Philadelphia Orchestra
business indefinitely.
POPULAR
By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI) — Base-
ball players sometimes have a
talent for music, even though
they may display it only to
friends.
Lon Warneke, the great Chi-
cago Cubs pitcher of the- 1930s,
was said to be a fine guitar
Player. Dizzy Dean can sing
"The Wabash Cannonball"
with the best of the country
professionals. And Phil lanzS
harmonica indirectly propelled
the New York Yankees into a
World Series because it anger-
ed the usually gentle Yogi
Berra,
Denny McLain. the first ma-
jor league pitcher to win 30
games since Dizzy Dean reach-
ed that magic mark in 1934, is
known to be something of a
virtuoso on the electric organ.
McLain has played the organ
on television and during the
off season he and his icombo
make personal appearances
around the country.
Now Denny has cut his first
long-play record. It is called
"Denny McLain at the Organ" *
(Capitol ST 28811. From the
beginning number, "Don't Give
Up," the listener immediately
knows that Denny is a fine
musician and not trying to
cash In on his reputation as a
baseball great
All the numbers move with
precision and there are no dull
interludes. McLain receives fine
support and teamwork from
Bob Schneider on tenor sax,
Ernie Skuta on trumpet and
flugelhorn. Eddie Kayne on
string bass and Ed Demetrak
on drums.
Two numbers. "Lonely Is
The Name" and "Extra Inn-
ings," also are available on a
single (Capitol P 22821.
Selected Singles — "I Don't
Know" by Linda Lyndell (Volt
VOA-4001) I. "Hitchcock Rail-
way" by Jose Feliciano (RCA
Victor 47-96411, "I Love You
Alice B. Toklas!" by The
Blades of Grass (Jubilee JB-
56350, "Who's Making Love" by
Johnny Taylor (Stax-0009),
"Sunglasses" by Hilary 'Phil-
ips 405631.
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PERMA- IRON
the "Blue Chip" shirt
that stays ironed...
no matter what
Top drawer... the Decton Perma-Iron is the
no-iron shirt with all the dividends! ARROW
tailors it in distinguished new darker shades.
Machine washable, tumble dries to smooth
perfection. The luxurious fabric of
Dacron • polyester and 35'; cotton is
"Sanforized-Plus-2" labeled. Shown above:
the Ci)en,Topular medium-spread collar style.
• DuPont R.T M $7.50User/From Arrow the white shirt company
REECE'S
510 W. Main Murray, KY.
Use Our Christmas Lay Away
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Mrs. Earl Warfrwri
Speaker At Meet
Theta Department
Mrs Earl Warlord, speciei IP&
=Maw teacher for the Mimes,
City Schools, as the spoliator
at the meeting o/ the nista
Department of the Murray We
manes Club held on limisthey.
Noventber 11, at sevetethinte
o'clock in the evening.
The teacher hemmed We
teaching of the specied WNW
Ikea d and told of the
MISIS ming the learnme of the
dine.
Ms. woe= Ryan, tasetrair
Is the Headstart pmgront ler
the city =boob, Mid the de-
paten of the seeds of the
▪ reilmeeties eloes for we-
enie& She aid equipment
sae needed for the Headetert
progress and the Theta Depost- I
meet voted to give $35 for the
Prollrem.
The ehauman, Mn. Berea
▪ man, pretested Mrs, him
Long owe a report on lie
Theta's lairtiaday parties fee the
children in the special educa-
tion clam Mrs. C W Jones, fi-
nance chairman, remelted as
sale of Tupperware, scenic piece
meta, and cookbooks.
McAdams Norma Tinsley
John Long Judy Beam, Emi,
Warlord, Ruth Everimeyer, and
Miss Beth Broach were appoint-
ed to serve on the committee
to heap decorate the Murray.
County Ulster,'
Chrietmat
II toes announced that
Murray State University
gal Singers wilt present
peesnen for the general
tee of the Woman's CIA&
ilineday, December 2, at 7-
p. a.
Dills the axial hour
freshiemds were served by
hostennue Mn. Ruskriph
ard, Mrs. Hama Kirytte
rod Mrs. Ray Brownheid
Km Beaman announced
the Cailoway County High Scho-
ol Chorus wider the
of Mrs. Josiah Darnall will pre-
sent the program at the next
Theta meeting on Mondry, Des
cember 9. st 7:30 p in.
• • •
Mrs. Dan McNutt
Honors Sister At
Dessert Party
Min Mary Lathe Erwin,
bride-elect of John Fred Mal-
tame of New York City, was
the honoree of a lovely dessert
party given in the home of her
sister, Mrs Dan McNutt, 1906
Swing Drive. Louisville.
The hostess. Mn. McNutt,
was assisted in the entertain-
mg by Mrs. Richard P. Davis,
the former Peggy Lairever, of
Jeffersontown.
The guests were greeted at
the door by the honoree and
the hostesses_ Mims Erwin chose
to wear for the occasion a
Igelleseau frock of beige knit
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
dining room table centered
with an arrangement of roses
in a silver container flanked by
white candles in silver candel-
abra.
Arrangements of fresh flow-
ers were used at vantage points
throughout the house
Guests included former sor-
ority sisters of the honoree.
Those present were Mesdames
George Briscoe, Buddy Parker,
C. T. Cozart Holmes Ellis, Jr,
Phillip Morgan. John Mitchum.
and Bill Williams, the honoree,
and the hostesses.
• • •
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Student Council Of
Calloway High Has
November Meeting
The Calloway County ElIgh
Student Camel] had Rs regu-
lar monthly meeting on Mora
day. November 7. at the school.
The meeting was called to or-
der by the president, Ricki
Hopkins. Elizabeth Nance gave
the roll call and read the min-
utes while Jacki Busialus gave
her treasurer's report.
Kiss Hopkins reported to the
council that the basketball
schedule belonging to the coun-
cil was in the process of being
painted She also reminded the
chairmen of the "Citizen of the
Month" committee to meet
with her committee and make
a selection.
The council planned a spec-
ial meeting to be held on the
morning of November 11. This
meeting is to help Principal
Howard Crittenden with his re-
vision of the Student Hand-
book.
• • •
s.sei
A new electric roller kit has
enough rollers in enough sizes
to do • couple of heads In dif-
ferent styles at one time. The
extras are to be used on falls
and hairpieces The 22 rollers
In the set come in four sizes,
from Jumbo to small
Mrs. Dwight Crisp
Opens Horne For
Circle Meeting
Mrs. Dwight Crisp smesed herl
home on Fairlane Drive for the;
meeting of the ltaryleona Fresh
Circle or the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held
on Tuesday, November 12, at
nine-thirty o'clock in the morn.
mg
A special program was pee
seated by Murray State Uni-
versity students of Mrs. Dee
Hutson at the request of a
member of the circle, Mrs. M.
P Hutson.
Mrs. Lynch Atibritten, one of
the students, gave an essay, and
Misses Caroline Luciano and
Beverly Caulkbrener read @bort
stories.
The program was closed with
Mrs. Hutson playing one of the
boats from the recently releas-
ed record of Gus Robertimon, Jr
During the businem session
the secretary and the treasur-
er gave their reports. Sunshine
reports were given. It was an-
nounced that 21 Methodist wo-
men attended the United
Church Women meeting
The new charter of the WSCE
was signed by the members
who were not present at the
charter meeting.
A social hour was held and
refreshments were served to
the nine members present.
• • •
Vermont is the least popu-
lated state in New England
a ith 42 people per square mile.
Rhode Island is the most
densely populated with 812
people pei square mile
—61  Suzanne McDougal
Phone 753-1917 or 153-4K1
Cherry Corner
WMS Has Meet
Mrs. Ruble Thurman was the
leader for the program pre-
sented at the meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church held on Wednesday, No-
vember 8, at seven o'clock In
the evening.
The special program from
the Royal Service mission ma-
gazine was presented.
Those taking part in the dis-
cussion were Mrs, Ruby For-
rest, Mrs. Etna Rickman, Mrs.
Charity Garland, Mrs Maude
Winchester, Mrs. Imogene
Herndon, Mrs. Attie Garrison,
and Mrs. Ola Outland.
Fourteen members and two
visitors were present.
The next meeting will be
held on Wednesday. December
4. at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Color has returned to Men's
business hose. Not the bright.
light casual colors worn with
sportswear, but rich sophisti-
cated shades to complement
the new suit colors. Some of
these colored socks are ribbed
while others utilize small all-
over deigns in their knits. For
cold weather wear, these are
wools and wool-blends In
heathery ribs as well as in
small neat patterns
He's a Real Liar,
Lose the Bum
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I went with this guy for four years We
sneaked around like a couple of criminals because he was
married. He said he loved me, and I believed him He also said
his wife wouldn't give him a divorce, but he was "working on
t" He even told me that they were married "in name only"
I turned down a Id of swell guys for this bum Now get
this: He says he each even mention "divorce" to his wife right
vow because she's pregnant' Now, how in heck could this have
hemmed if he was telling me the truth' BEEN HAD
DEAR BEEN: I'd bet agalast an immaculate concepties.
Obvieesty. he wasn't willies yea the truth Loge the bem.
DEAR ABBY Every day after school a group of us girls
walk home together We have to pass a certain barber shop,
which is located in the basement of a building Well, this
particular barber seems to have very little business, because
every time we walk by he's got himself parked in a chair right
is front so he can look up and see us
You know that he gets a pretty good view from where he is
sitting. and this is very disturbing We have thought of crossing
Use street, but shouldn't he have enough sense not to sit there!
DISTURBED
DEAR DISTURBED, If you knew he is sitting there
become he Wies the "view." you should have enough sense
to erees the street.
DEAR ABBY • In your column was a letter from a
grandmother who bought clothes for her three grandsons only
to have the boys' mother exchange them all for a larger size to
IM the eldest, her favorite. The two younger brothers wore
Mad-me-downs You advised as follows. "The next time you'
buy clothes for your grandsons, tell the merchant that under no
eirmunstances should he allow' the mother to exchange them
ler a larger size"
Now. Mrs Abby. I am a merchant and I would appreciate
h if you wouldn't advise your readers to burden us merchants
with their problems To begin with, that daughter-in-law is
treintly no delight to deal with. and I can just imagine what
she would say to me if I told her that her mother-in-law
bietructed me not to exchange the merchandise for her I'd be
lucky to come out with a0 my limbs intact.
It isn't fair to bring the merchant into family arguments.
Right now I have a customer who is teaching his teenage son a
lesson by refusing to pay me for a pair of shoes his son
charged to him without his permission The son isn't going to
pay for the shoes either, so I am stuck for the shoes Now
"ain't" that some lesson he's teaching the kid"
Also, merchants have been stuck when wives run up big
clothing bills and their husbands want to teach them a lesson
by refusing to pay the bill
So. Dear Abby. I know you are brilliant and beautiful, so
please be merciful SMALL TOWN MERCHANT
DEAR ABBY So you think it's okay for a 65 year-old lady
to drive down to Florida with her 70-year old boyfriend. Ha!
Don't you know that some men in their seventies—and
even older—acquire a new "vigor?",,
Don't ask doctors whether there is any truth in this Ask
old ladies who have married men age 70 and over
INSIDE INFORMATION
Everybody has a problem. Mat's years! Fer a personal
empty write to Abby. Bez Wet les Aageles, Cat., Mae sad
seam, a damped, self-addreesed eeveime
FOR ARBY'S BOOKLET, ••110W TO HAVE A LOVFIS
WEDDING." FULND flee TO ABBY. 101 TN, LOS
ANGELES. CAL.. NM
SON CALENDAR
The South Murray Homemak
era Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Davy Hopkins, South
12th Street, at ten a.m. A pot-
luck luncheon will be served
at the noon hour.
• • •
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Bud
Gibbs at 12:30 p. m.
• • •
The Dorothy Group 'of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Castle
Parker at 9:30 a. in.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
p. m. Hostesses will be Mrs La. arson, Wallace Ford, Bennie
George, Robert Goodrich. Johnwell Key and Mrs. Charles
Hina, Andy Hard, Larry Over-
by. Gerry Requarth, Stephen
Ross, Ray Sims, David Stafford.
Ihhiny Thomas, Dan Wall. John
f n, Isaac Adams. and Miss
s inne McDougal
. se next meeting will be held• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist Char- 'M,.sday November 25. at 7:30
p m. at the Community Centereh WMS will meet at the chur-
ch at 1:30 p. is. for visitation. Ellis DriNs'e's
a * 6 . 
Saturday, November 16 
Zippers are easier to sew in.14
hen done before sewing side
The Jack Stalcup Dance will schhs,
be held at the Calloway Comes
' • •
t_y Country' Club from nine pm.
; Remove berry stains from ato one am for adult members laA.ic counter by covering
and out of town guests. Corn- asi full strength dish washing
mattes are composed of Messrs liquid. Let stand a few min-
and Mesdames Don Robinson, se, ,i. No scouring othshhary.
Gingles _Wallis, Henry Fulton, • A •
-John Pao, Jim Hart, Buford To unstick a stainless steel
Hurt. Jack White. and Charles skillet, soak with baking soda
Mason Baker.
• • • 
rid water. Wash and apply a
hat coat of saltless oil.
I Presents Program
I At Sorority Meet
urg. Wallace Porch president
of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority,
j presided at the regular meet-
, ing held Monday evening at the
Social Hall
1 Mts. Suzanne McDougal gave
.0 the cultural program of the
,evening on -Poetry". It includ-
ed a short biographical sketch
emission and the reading of
ponies. "Creamers" and
The
Thursday, November 14 ..k.herY"ne Sang".
The Oaks Country Club will' 
roll call and the treas-
bave its annual membership!trer's .shreP°rt were 
given by Mrs.
meeting at the club at 7:301h0
p m All members are urged tol All 
communications were
be present. head 
and discussed, and coin-
• • inittee chairmen gave the re-
's of their committees,.
rrangeenents were made for
th, annual Thanksgiving hake
saS held by the sorority. This
yish it will be held all day
• Inesday, November 21, on
west side of the square:
\ pledge ritual a-as held for
nes members. Mrs John Fritz
and Mrs. Isaac Adams The Ha-
us! of Jewels, a candlelight eel- -
was held for Mrs. Andy
rd and Mrs David Stafford.
Refreshments for the even
iss weresserved he Mrs. Kenny
1 imas and Mr& Andy Hard
Those attending were Mes-
dames Willard Ails, John Ern!
• • •
The Hazel WSCS will have a
mission study on -Southeast
Asia" at two p. m. at the char
dt
Sunday, November 17 !! • • •
The School of World Out. To remove gum from mate-
tre,naicthedwilml etodheisltd acthtuhrcehFirsa t
m the freezer for several hours.
nal. place item in plastic bag
:30 p.m. Six local churches are Gum then peels off easily.
participating in this school. I • • •
• • •
! Some a ays to save money on
Monday, November IS htillk use din milk. It costs less
4 The ecnen of St. then- Alai! as much as whole W tahlis
Episcopal Church will meet at
the church. Main and Broach
Streets. at, 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Penny Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m. with Mrs. Alton
Cole as hostess.
• • •
The Sinking Springs Baptist
! Church Woman's Missionary
, Society will have a mission stu-
dy at the church to be taught
i by Rev. John Pippin and a
guest from Peru.
• • •
! Tuesday. November 19
The Calloway County Assoc-
iation of Retarded Children
will meet at Robertson School
at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Murray Assembly No, 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
seven p.m.
• • •
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will mest
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames Joe
Dick, Harold Gish, William
, Nall, Rob Ray. Don Robinson,
Vernon Nance, and Miss Lil-
lian Tate.
• • •
The Christian Women's Fel-
lowship of the First Christian
Church will hold its general
meeting at the church at 930
a m. Mrs. Bailey Gore will have
the program and Mrs. Coleman
McKee' the worship.
• • •
The Woman's Missionary Soc-
iety of the First Baptist Church
;will meet at the church at 9:30
a m. Mrs. Maxwell Sledd, mis-
sionary to Nigeria, will be the
guest speaker.
• • •
The pirana, or cannibal fish,
Is only edible when made into
soup.
• • •
Bobcats may hunt for food in
an area up to 15 square miles.
MISS 1. S. A.. Dorothy Catherine
Amulet of Kirkland, W•shington,
finds United State, Saving. Bonds
the perfect Gift wilution.
never have to worry .about Size and
color preference," sass frond h ,
"and you know your gift will he a -
esIsems ene. Give Sating. Roes.
f., hri•trna•."
milk: or. use evaporated milk.
especially for. cooking: or buy
as large a container as can be
stored conveniently.
PERSONALS
Mike Wilkerson of Memphis,
Tenn., and two of his friends,
Dennis Gent and Eugene Read
of Pennsylvania, were the
guests last weekend of Wilk-
erson's mother, Mrs. Ihrue Wil-
kerson and family The men
are serving with the U. S. Ma-
rines at Memphis, Tenn.
Olga Hampton
WMS Has Meet
At The Church
The Oise Hampton WM.S of
the Sinking Springs Baptist
Church held its regular month-
ly meeting at the church on
Monday evening, November 4.
Mrs. Bobbie Taylor opened
the program with a solo, "0
Zion Haste", and Mrs. Eugene
Nanee read the scripture from
Rev. 2:8-11 followed by the call
to prayer.
The president, Mrs. Jerry
Bowden. presided at the meet-
ing and explained to the group
more about the new concept
of the Woman's Missionary SOC.
I ety organization. The group
voted to adopt the new format
of the \VMS.
Several of the WMS members
have been attending leadership
courses in the association and
they ase looking forward to a
good year in the WMS.
The society made plans to
help furnish refreshments flr
the Red Cross blood drive.
A study session on "Ecuad-
or" was led by Mrs. Mickey Bog-
gess. Others on the program
were Mrs. Bill Collins, Mrs. L.
D Warren, and Mrs. Jerry Bow-
den. The group sang the hymn,
"Christ the Only Hope".
Others present were Mesdam-
es Sonny Lockhart, Dub Hurt,
Harding Galloway, Gerald Coop-
er, Eugene Jones, and Billy
Paschall.
Announcement was made of
the mission study on "Colombia:
Land of Conflicts and Promises"
to be conducted by the pastor,
Rev. John Dippin, and a gueet
from Peru on Monday, Novem-
ber 18, at the church.
Refreshments were served.
• • •
Now is the time to check
caulking around the home.
Doors and windows are the
places to begin. But don't for-
get out-of-the-way spots - floor
and wall Junctions, wood-col-
umn and floor junctions, and•ter.
parapet and roof jchnts. Also
check Joints between masonry
blocks, concrete steps and
Joints between house and porch 
or driveway.
Mary Leslie Erwin
Honored Recently
With Breakfast
The Red Room of the Holi-
day Inn was the scene of the
lovely bridal breakfast given in
honor of Miss Mary Leslie Er-
win, bride-elect of John Fred
Malhame, on Thursday, Novem-
ber 7, at nine-thirty o'clock in
the morning.
Mrs. Aubrey Simmons, Mrs.
L D Miller, Mrs Purdom Out-
land. Mrs Frank Holcomb, and
Mrs. Ralph McCuiston were the
gracious hostesses for the pre-
nuptial occasion.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a grey and char-
coal brushed wool dress with
• hostesses' gift corsage of min-
iature fruit accented with col-
ors of her dress.
Mrs. Stark Erwin, mother of
the honoree, wore a two piece
Dior blue suit.
The honoree was presented
with two pieces of her chosen
pattern of China as a wedding
gift from the hostesses.
The breakfast table was over-
staid with a white cloth and can-
tered with an arrangement oh
fruit in fall colors mixed with
greenery in a lovely brass foot-
ed bowl. Clusters of miniature
fruit were placed down the
center of the table. Place cards
In the bridal motif were used.
Covers were laid for Men
dames Robert W. Rule, W. C.
Elkins, A. H. Kopperud, Yand-
all Wrether, Udell Erwin,
Beale Outland, Bill Crouse.
Wells Purdom, Sr., Art Lee,
Howard Titsworth, Gus Robert-
son, Jr., T. C. Doran, Woodrow
Herndon, Jerry Henry, Alvin
Farris, Herman K. Ellis, Con-
rad Jones, William E. Dodson,
Ace McReynolds, Mary Holcomb
Karr, Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
the honoree, her mother, and
the hostesses.
• •
What's shaping up: a big
boot wardrobe for winter. The
prediction is based on the vari-
ety and quantity of boots in
trend-setting stores. From the
looks of it, the daring young
lady who brought her first pair
of thigh-high boots last win-
ter this year will be tempted
to buy several additional kinds
—maybe essin a pair trimmed
with glitter for evening wear.
The boots in the stare windows
are out in such force that one
wonders if the shoe makers of
America have hid a secret" 
forecast about a Icing, cold win-
`The sailor's scarf sends out
fashion signals to all trend-set-
ting men this fall. Color con-
trasts are strong in vertical
stripes -say orange with black.
LEUKEMIA BREAK? - David
Zeissett, 2, romps it up on
his mother's lap in Madison,
Wis., after receiving a bone
marrow transplant. a bit
from his sister. It is believed
that such operations may
lead to a cure for leukemia
The Zeissetts are from Chat-
ham, N.Y The operation
was performed in University
of Wisconsin Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Dwane Jones,
1108 Circarama Drive, announce
the arrival of their ad)rted
daughter. The little girl, Su-
san Grace. was born September
14, 1968, and arrived at her new
parents' home on November 7,
1968.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Jones of near Kirk
ay and Mrs. Davis a Murray
Greet grandparents are Mrs 01,1
Willie Jones of Murray Route
Two and Mrs. Ora Tress of
Brewers.
• • •
Put a bootrack or plastic tray
for wet footwear near the
home's outside doors Saves a
lot of tracking.
• • •
1
Knitted fabrics, because of ?II
the elasticity of the loot* have
more freedom of movement
than woven ones.
Magnificent MAGNAVOX
CAW TV and Stereo
LEACH'S MUSIC A TV
tilsietand Center
Phone 753-7575
OPZN nee saw P.M.
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SHOULDER ROAST LB. 59C
AS
SWIFT PREMIUM 
CHUCK PittisT
3 ENGLISH ROAST
00
I I lb
Fancy cut
lb.
.. lb
CON
III N SLICED
SWIFT PREMIUM
8-0z. Pkg.
FRANKS lb
ANIIN
POLE BEANS
RGal 
TENDER 
S 
lb.
Bunch
•
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4rH.PRT
IBS LB. 39(
SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEIN
PLATE MEAT LB. 29C
FRESH PORK
WHOLEPICNIC STYLE
(SLICED..1b. 33) LB.
49t
59C
BONLESS
STEW MEAT LB. MC
SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN
RIB STEAKS Bone in 113. S1.09SLICED 
LB.
DARED 
59
JOWL LB. 49t
JOHNSONS
BEST BUY
SLICED LB.
49C
69t
SLICED
PORKmE %LIVER LB. 3EG
WIENERS IP2k:z' 49CHEINZ
,(WCHU P 4 1,40;1,•$1.00
HANOIWRAP 2R0J1 Ft.
GOLDEN
RIPE
AlDHCADO IS129C iiisHES
Ot 
iD RE 
A
D Ssj Ki I Ny
• PEARS
CRACKERS
ail BEANS 2AMERICANACE
COFFEE
OLEOHYDE 
Reg 4(k 2
INSTANT COFFEE
'PIES
30 oz
cons
(Reg 73c) I -lb .
Bag
89C
69t
HYDE PARK
I '2
10 oz.
jar
188C
$1.39
MORTON :..31EN
CREAM
ALL POPULAR FLAVORS
MERIT
SALTINE
1-LB BOX
JUST RITE
TAMALES 2
PLIOTERVEF
EVAPORATED MILK
TOMATO JUICE
EA. 1R
EA' 10C
1 lb * 29t
lb. 29c
LB.
HYDL PARK
WHEAT BREAD
HYDE PART
SESAME BUNS
B1KDSFYF FROZE N
AWAKE
PATIO FR(..)Lt N
BEEF TAMALES
1407
15 oz.
cans 
29C
8 CO r)
,Jz
fl
16 -oz . (1
Loaves.'
4 PKGS-T of 8 al
3 9ca7s.
20 oz A
Pkg. DM
THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 14 ,
PLAYING COOPER-MARTIN'S
TREASURE CHEST
DRAWING HELD EACH SAT. NIGHT AT 8:30 P.M.
SEE COMPLETE DETAILS AT STORE (No Purchase Necessary)
ALL NEW FIRE KING OVENWARE
UET A PIECE OF BEAUTIFUL CANDLE-GLOW OVENWAIZE EACH WEEK AT GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES. BUILD YOUR SET AND GET A MATCHING COFFEE MUG FREE WITH COUPONS IN OUR
NEWSPAPFP ADS EACH WEEK.
ONE 8 oz size COFFEE MUG
FREE THIS WEEK
with Coupon & Purchase of
5 A/ 9 inch Deep
LOAF PAN
(Reg. $1.UY)
With Coupon
only 61C
FREE COFFEE MUG
With I his Coupon & Pwchor.• •1
CX"'3 1=7:
Lc
11... See* AU with this Cotrcsn
"127.1••‘.1:lisa.C. V 61 11l 
'
FREE
550
EXTRA
QUALITY
STAMPS
with purchase
and
coupons below
COUPON
REDEEM BOTH COUPONS
WITH '15" PURCHASE
AT YOUR FRIENDLY
COOPER-MARTIN
i""_" CLIP & SAVE t;1;
501REE Quality Stamps
With This Coupon and Purchase of
'5" ORDER Excluding—Milk, MilkProducts & Tobaccos
Nr. -Coupon Per Ciionrri..
COUPON EXPIRES SAT NOV. 16, 1968
Redeem Coupon at Your
COOPER-MARTIN FOOD STORE
!TIVAVITIViri
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
$2.00 ORDER Protein BEEF
One Coupon Pot Cuire -Nor
Coupon Expo,. tor., POO %Le 1948
Itrtd•orn at
Crops. Merlin Stores.
  CLIP & SAVE
60
IF,1
1111
COUPON 11111111111111111
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
BLUE RIBBON Potato Chips
Lel& On• coupon P.. CuPtr-w,
Csupon Expires Sot., t•ICW r 161461 '1112111
Itsdrism
(111r1001104RUHNOIMPOWWWWHogimov,
Il.orlor, Siert,
60 I F F COUPON
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
SOUTHERN STAR Lunch Meats
Lim& On• Coupe. Pot
Coupon (tort. Sot.. PQM/, I 10 1961
Itrierwrrn et
Coet.. Mwtrn Si...,.
If '111111,1111
(1.2 CASP
444.
TREASU
Wean
•
kiMEGI
'VERY,
sbron New Concord Ky.inner
100 FREE Quality Stamps
WIth This Coupon and Purchase of
'10" ORDER Excluding—Milk, MilkProducts & Tobacco
COUPON EXPIRES SAT., NOV. 16, 1968
Redeem Coupon at Your
COOPER-MARTIN FOOD STORE
SO
COUPON
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coulson and Riit-hase of
$1.00 ORDERcTresh Fruits
Limit, On• Coupon Por. Costume erizono
Cosopon Expires Sat fl ?r• I 1968,,. Ailkt
Redeem or
So
1,11 .111111j1111
'141
on.:er cto
II
COUPON 11'11111111111111•
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
Mrs. Grissom Salads
Urn;r, One Coupon Yet 4.tostorno.
Coupon Expirras Sat.: I )4.53
Rodeerm at
r110 K.crri • '1
'4111011;11P
50
COUPON 1111111111111111'1';
TENN. PRIDE
With This Coupon and Purchnse of
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
sausage
Lan& One Coupon Per Custom,.
'Coupon Elkolrel SOC. 1\00,-,, IL. 1963
Redeem at
e'rror 1.1irtin Store.
iiiii11111111111111111111111111111111m111111i11 1 1 101111111
COUPON
/S
11,731113
FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This Coupon and Purchase of
COLGATE TOOTHPASTE
Irmo, One Cu. pr,in iSi Custon,“ Lamm
Coupon Exprres Sat.. !JOU. I. 1968 •
Red•ens at
Cuo Mortfn Stares.
111"..12-it
J./ 4 • •11,-,, 4
,
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All Rolled tip
Cook-Ahead Dishes For Working Wives
ey KM 0 SULLIVAN
rtAN A working wife enter-
..' tam six or eight for din-
ner after office hours when
she's help-less and has to do
the cooking. table-setting and
fussing by herself Of course_
I won't say it's easy not
exactly—but it definitely is
possible and can be practically
painless.
What is needed is • main
dish that can be cooked a day
ahead, then heated up just
before dinner is served The
roll-up recipes for beef veal
and cabbage given today suit
this purpose perfectly and
have a plus They are out 411
the ordinary dishes, the kind
that make a dinner party gala
because they make it obvious
that the hostess took pains to
please
Other ups for the working
wife who is entertaining mid-
week
• Set the table in the AM
before heading for work
• Use convenience foods
where possible bake-and-
serve hor d'oeuvres. heat-and-
serve bread or rolls, instant
rice or mashed potatoes. fro-
aen vegetables
THE SECRET of successful entertaining for working wifeis rooked-ahead dish, such as Stuffed Cabbage Casserole.
Durk', Fowl, pt,
f•OOK BEEF ROULADE ahead or on the ipot Preparation
time IS about 30 minutes final cooking time le an hour,
drippings reserving 2 table-
spoons drippings
Cook onions in 2 table-
spoons drippings until tender
Combine rice, bacon. onions.
beef. 1  cup A 1 Sauce and 1
can tomato sauce, mix well.
Remove core from cabbage
Dip cabbage into boiling wa-
ter uhtil.leaves .separate eas-
ily Remove leaves carefully
so that they retain shape
Spoon meat mixture into
centers of cabbage leaves
Fold cabbage around meat
Place cabbage rolls seam side
down. in 3-quart baking dish
Mix remaining A 1. Sauce
and tomato sauce, pour over
cabbage rolls Cover and bake
in moderate oven 35a F about
111 hours
Serves 8
STIFFED VEAL BIRDS IN
SOUP CliF.AM GRAVY
12 cup diced celery
'• cup chopped onion
cup butter or
margarine
2 cups soft bread cubes
14 teaspoon salt
I% teaspoon sage
Dash pepper
1 tablespoon chopped
parsley
cup milk
1-5 °mot each
's
THE LEDGER & TIMES — IblUalt•Y. iINTUCKY
Taking Chill "InCHEYENNE Wyo (UPT)—
ga Don t invite guests for
a too-early hour Give your-
self time to get dinner in the
works and more importantly
time to freshen your face and
regain your cool
• If the menu permits, con-
sider serving on paper plates,.
decoratively patterned plastic.
coated ones_ They eliminate
the nasty yob of endless dish-
washing when the last late
lingerer finally goes home
and kale: the hostess with
relatively little to do but en-
joy her social success.
BEEF ROULADE
8 cube steaks. 4 x 5 x tc,
8 dill pickle spears
Shortening
1 teaspoon parsliad garlic
salt
• teaspoon ground black
pepper
• cup water
1 (1-ox.4 pkg brown
gravy mix
1 tablespoon liquid from
pickles
teaspoons instant
minced or chopped
onion
1 teaspoon parsley flakes
2 teaspoons prepared
mustard
Wrap each steak around a
pickle spear. roll up and fas-
ten with toothpicks or tie with
string
Brown the rolls in shorten-
ing, then remove from pan
Pour off excess drippings. Add
water stir in gravy mix, then
remaining ingredients Bring
to a boil. ,
Put beef rolls in gravy, cov-
er pan, and simmer for 1 hour
or until tender
Serves 4 to 6.
STIFFED CABBAGE
CASSEROLE
cup rice
1 c. water
Li pound bacon. diced
2 large onions, chopped
lc, pounds ground beef
ill cup Al. Sauce
2 (13 ounces , cans tomato
SaLICe
1 teaspoon salt
I medium-sized head
cabbage
Cook rice in boiling water
5 minutes Drain rice and re-
serve.
Saute baron until just ten-
der ( not crisp . drain off
boneless veal cutlets
1.3 cup all-purpose flour'
cup California
sauterne
1 cup dairy sour cream
1 i4 ouncei can
mushrooms, drained
Sauté celery and onion in IS
cup of butter until onion is
tender, combine with bread
cubes, Ic teaspoon salt, sage,
pepper. parsley and milk; toss
lightly.
Divide dressing evenly be-
tween cutlets, placing dress-
ing in center of each cutlet.
Roll meat around dressing and
fasten with wooden picks or
skewers Roll meat In flour,
saving leftover flour
Brown meat in remaining
cup butter, turning as nec-
essary to brown on all sides
Add sauterne, cover tightly.
cook slowly until meat is ten-
der, about 45 minutes
Remove meat to serving
platter and keep warm
Blend together leftover
flour and sour cream Stir in
drippings, add mushrooms
and remaining teaspoon
salt Cook, stirring constantly,
until gravy is heated and
thickened Serve with veal
birds
Serves 6 to
Lifesaving Planes
WHIDBEY ISLAND NAVAL
AIR STATION, Wash ,UPD—
The Navy's twin-jet A3B sky-
warrior, which started out as a
heavy bomber and has now
changed to other tasks, is play-
:ng a key role In a lifesaving
saga in the Vietnam War
The planes are fitted out
with a hoae-reel assembly,
set of pipes, a 1.500-gallon
tank and a pump and are be-
ing used as air refueling tank-
ers
The tankers have be" -
credited with saving 499 co-,
bat planes worth 1958 5 ii'.
lion These planes would ha.e
had to ditch it if it hadn't beenl
for the converted Skywarriors.'
according to officers at this
base
Artichoke Progress
DAVIS. Calif UPI,
artichoke season is being ex-
tended by 10 to 50 days
through the use of a natural
plant-growth hormone discov-
ered in University of California
agricultural research.
The hormone, known as gib-
berellin. makes the artichokes ,
grow faster and bud earlier,
thus extending the harvest
from late fall through spring
The longer season can be ex-
pected to bring about a more
uniform supply-price relation-
ship, benefiting both consum-
ers and producers
The postal system in Rhode
Island was organized through-
out the state in June, 1775.
• • •
Jack Dempsey won only 82 50
for his first fight in HMS.
Plastic seaweed is being
planted offshore in a number
of experimental US beach
erosion control programs to
try to break the force of in-
coming waves
THE BOMB HALT may be help-
ful to A'n d liace, but this GI
I. making sure his gas mask
is in working oroer in n
search of Hill 282"about 12
mile,. from HIle
Off Winte
NEWPORT, RI upi
Navy men stationed at the
Newport Naval Base have been
warned how to prepare for a
New England winter
An article in the NAVALCKI
the base weekly publication.
says "It's time for Newport
Navy men to dust off their
blues, buy the children wartnet
clothes and prepare for the
litorareal Express.' as our cold
winter northwest winds are of-
ten called."
The article is aimed at serv-
icemen from other parts of the
country who are not aware of
how to dress for such weather
An equivalent tempera-
ture chart, showing the actual
tempeekture effect with various
wind speeds, and suggestions
on what to wear at what tem-
perature are shown
For example, the article says,
at a sandspeed of 10 mph. an
actual temperature of 40 de-
grees would feel like 28 degrees.
four degrees below freezing.
The article suggests the fol-
lowing clothing for the listed
equivalent temperature:
50-60 degrees. sweaters and
The name "Wyoming" was
r adopted from two DelawareIndian words - "meacha
%eamling To the Indians
they meant "at the big fiats."
1 Whlte pioneers interpreted the
meaning as "large plains,"
'end of plains" and "moun-
t .1 Ins and yellers.-
Bar Girls Thrive
In Buenos Aires
BUENOS AIRES UPI) —
The Buenos Aires area has
about 3.000 bar girls who push
drinks valued at a total of 14
million pesos 440,000, daily.
The "coperas," as they are
called, keep one-third of the
price of the drink The rest
goes to the house
LOS ANGELES ,LTPD — Al-
most 60 per cent of California's
20 million residents live in ei-
ther the Los Angeles or San
Francisco metropolitan areas
light coats. 40-50 degrees,
jackets, bulky sweaters and
light topcoats. 30-40 degrees,
topcoats and warm Jackets: 20-
30 degrees. overcoats and
gloves; below 20 degrees, over-
coats. scarves and warm gloves.
IT'S FATHERS DAY in this Washington hotel lobby as some 150 priests stage a sit-in on be-
half of the 41 priests disciplined for publicly opposing Pope Paul's birth control encycli-
cal. The National Conference of Catholic Bishops was meeting there. Providing diversion
is folk singer Suzanne Harris.
President Rutherford B.
Hayes had more children than
any other chief executive —
seven sons and one daughter,
It was Henry Clay who said,
"I'd rather be right than be
President."
Flowery Service
MEXICO. Mo. (UPT) — A
florist shop delivery truck has I')
a sign reading: "We Deliver
Any Bloomin' Thing "
FREE TURKEYRINSE mit
Early American
Dinette Set
WITH FOUR
MATES CHAIRS
-Irt" tumid, high pressure laminated top
with 12" extension leaf All pieces in
autumn maple finish, hand rubbed to a
warm gloss. 514,20-426
"1.1144211ien..
tempiTtcsisterr Washer
16 lb. Capacity
SALE
PRICE$21S"
• Two Speed
• Two washing cycles
• Three water temperatures
• Permanent Press Cycle
• Handy water level control
flays. the ( leanest wash in town.
Gentle washing action Safe for
.all fabrics. X7-isr4
ithiater
30"GAS
RANGE
SPECIAL PRICE
$4171..ven lesswith trod•
• ELECTRIC CLOCK & 4-HOUR
TIMER
• GLASS OVEN DOOR
• INTERIOR OVEN LIGHT
• -APPLIANCE OUTLET
• REMOVABLE OVEN
DOOR
In-2111-2
OTHER
ATTRACTIVE
DINETTES TO
CHOOSE FROM
DELUXE RECLINER
WITH ELECTRIC
"PIRR4701?
BLACK OR $5900
AVOCADO
Enjoy the relaxing omfort of a
large recliner with an electric vib-
rator. C,onifortable foam scat and
back. Three position reclining
mechanism. 51-512 I
TIRE &SUPPLY
L-AIR SHOPPING
CENTER
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Theyre' All Polls)
LITTLE LOST SABI' a new doll designed
by Marvin Glass for Ideal can change her
expression. She laughs, cry.; and sleeps.
BABY SMILE 'N FROWN sheds a tear
while another Mattel doll, Tippy Toes, pre-
pares to ride a colorful toy bicycle.
WOULDN'T YOU love to give her a hug?
Honey Bun is old-fashioned baby doll with
washable hair, moving eyes. By Effanbee.
NO -ITTLE MOTHER can resist Effan-
bee's Button Nose, 16 inches of cuddly doll
with N'invl head and hands, moving eyes.
BABY GROW-A-TOOTH is really something. She'll lie in her crib, wiggle her arms, sit up
and grow a tooth when you take away her pacifier. Her pal, Tippy Tumbles, another Remco
doll, is livelier than a toddler and can do somersaults a lot better. Both operate on batteries.
Starring
In Toyland
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
ABOUT the only kind of dollyou won't find on Christ-
mas counters is a living.
breathing one. Short of that,
this year's dollies do the most.
amazing things.
There's one that grows
from tot to teenager -while
YOU watch. She comes with
costumes for each apc. There's
another with a growing fea-
ture, too: It's a tooth.
Look for a happy doll that
bursts into rather contagious
--.giggles when you ti-ii-we-Fer 
arms and for a baby doll that
can change her facial expres-
sions from laughing to crying
And would you believe a doll
that not only walks and talks
but can skate"
While most of 1965's doll-
trigs have a special talent,
there are and mothers will be
delighted to hear this) still a
few dolls around who don't do
a thing except charm. I'm
talking about soft. illiggable
POSIES STRIKES running pose for Mommy, while baby in
this Ideal Toy family takes a nap. Her name is Thumbelina
and. thanks to hidden mechanism, she can twist and turn.
baby dolls, the kind Mom
played with when she was a
kid. They have big eyes that
blink epen.and shut, soft shiny
hair and cuddly bodies. Best
of all, when the batteries that
operate Toyland's more tal-
ented dolls have run down, a
baby doll is always around,
ready to be played with.
Christmas Cheer
4- • • Comes Early
ELMIRA, N.Y. (UPI ) - Ern-.
PloYes at Capabilities. Inc.,
started getting Christmas pres-
ents this year even before the
first frost. They couldn't keep
them. though The firm, which
hires only handicaPPed work-
ers. was given a big packaging
assienment by Gold Seal Vine-
-. 1ionstnondA291.tr N Y in-
solving gift-wrapping of holi-
day merchandise
Togetherness
SWANAGE, England UPI
-- Anglers' Alan Andrews of
Poole and John Andrews of
Lytchett Maltravers. who are
not related. hooked. the same
26-pound cod while fishing off
the coast here.
41901 1114
''.41 ,11441M11111111111.11111 1110iiir
rommulemsimmegrfflft.
More Policemen
MANILA '4UPI7-Coneerned
about criticisms of the ern-
ciencS, of Filipino police offi-
cers, President Ferdinand E.
MareCiarhas ordered the crea-
tion. of four training centers
throughout the Philippines to
turn out 4.000 new policemen
a year.
.?
Crag /lye
Cookery
Wonderful Ways to Serve
South African Rock Lobster
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
E141 .12, Is a season when food
rIa moat enjoyable and
cooking is a delight. There's a
nip in the air that sparks the
appetite and rouses a desire to
create in cookery.
In this mood? Here are
ideas on what can be done with
versatile, elegant and easy to
handle South African rock
lobster tails.
The "petite" sizes, available
in 9-ounce packages, are won-
derful to work with. Tender,
juicy and delicate in flavor,
the lobster meat lends itself
to a variety of recipes, includ-
ing the three that follow.
ROCK LOBSTER
FLORENTINE
2 19-ounce i packages
South African rock lob-
ster tails
2 110-ounce packages
chopped spinach, thawed
2 cans frozen cream of
potato soup, thawed
14 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
1 cup sour cream
1 package of 10 refriger-
ator biscuits
Parboil frozen rock lobster
tails by dropping into boiling
salted water. When water re-
boils, drain immediately;
drench with cold water. Cut
away underside membrane and
remove meat from shell. Cut
meat into 11-inch crosswise
alices.
With hands, squeeze out all
excess moisture from spinach.
Spread spinach in layer on
bottom of a well-buttered 2-
quart shallow casserole.
Mix soup with cheese and
sour cream. Fold in rock lob-
osterr spootchlices pourahd mixturev
Put biscuits on top of cas-
serole. Bake in preheated hot
oven (400' F.) for 15 minutes
or until biscuits are golden
brown. Serves 6.
SPANISH ROCK LOBSTER
POTATO OMELET
6 eggs
1 teafpoon salt
14 teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons water
2 medium size cooked po--
tatoes, peeled and diced
1 tablespoon chopped
parsley
1 tablespoon chopped
pimiento
cup olive oil
cups prepared spaghetti
marinara sauce
2 tablespoons finely
chopped green pepper
1 19 - ounce package
South African rock lob-
ster tails, thawed
Beat eggs with salt, pepper
and water until just blended.
Stir in potatoes, parsley and
pimiento.
Heat olive oil and pour in
egg mixture. Cook over .low
heat without stirring. Loosen
edges of omelet to allow liquid
ontop of omelet to run under-
neath.
Heat spaghetti sauce with
green pepper 10 minutes over
low heat.
1 1,
ROCK LOBSTER FLORENTINE is a casserole combining spinach, cream of potato soup,
Parmesan cheese and tender, juicy rock lobster tails. Refrigerator biscuits are baked atop it.
With scissors cut away un-
derside membrane from rock
lobster tails. Remove meat in
one piece. Dice meat and add
to sauce. Simmer for 2 to 3
minutes or until rock lobster
pieces turn white and opaque.
Fold omelet in skillet and
spoon rock lobster over ome-
let.
Cut in wedges to serve.
Serves 4.
SOUTH AFRICAN ROCK
LOBSTER NEWBURG
3 (9-ounce) packages
South African rock lob-
ster tails
3 tablespoons butter or
margarine
5 tablespoons flour
1it cup light cream
3 tablespoons dry sherry
2 egg yolks
1 4-ounce can sliced
mushrooms. drained
Salt, cayenne
6 large Idaho potatoes.
baked
Parboil frozen South Afri-
can rock lobster tails by drop-
ping into boiling salted water.
When water reboils, drain im-
mediately and drench with
cold water.
Remove rock lobster meat
from shells and cut into
inch crosswise pieces.
Melt butter and stir in flour.
Gradually stir in cream and
sherry. Cook over low heat
stirring constantly until mix-
ture bubbles and thickens. .
Gradually beat hot sauce
into egg yolks. Return to pan
and cook over low heat until
sauce is smooth and thick-
ened.
Stir in rock lobster pieces
and mushrooms. Season to
taste with salt and cayenne.
Heat thoroughly.
Break open hot potatoes
and spoon rock lobster mix-
ture over potatoes. Serves 6.
Land
Transfers
Audrey W. Simmons, Sr., W.
Orval Simmons of Jackson, Te-
nn., J. Chester Simmons of Me-
mphis, Tenn., Sybil Simmons Wi-
lliams, and Norma Sue Simmons
to Ronald J. Housden and Martha
Pearl Housden; 69.329 acres in
Calloway County.
Almo Church of Christ, Mar-
shall Brandon and Wilson Gantt,
elders, to Donald Jones and Ju-
dith R. Jones; agreement in re-
gard to boundaries of real prop-
erty in Calloway County.
Affidavitt of descent of Helen
McCuiston, died October 28, 19-
68, to W. D. McCuiston and Ver-
lene Marr of Murray Route Five
and Era Lovin of East Point, Ga.
Affidavitt of descent of Dillard
McCuiston, died September 12,
1966, to Helen McCuiston, W. D.
McCuiston, Verlene Marr, and
Era Lovins.
Verlene Marr and Era Lov-
ins to W. D. McCuiston and Fr-
ances McCuiston; 03 interest in
53 acres in Calloway County.
Harry J. Fenton to Max Whit-
ford and June Whitford; lot in
Glendale S ubdivis ion.
Homeland Developers, Inc., to
James M. Billington and Shirley
Billington; lot in Keeneland Sub-
division.
Franklin Wallace, Edna Wall-
ace, Robert McKinney, and Mar-
gie Sue McKinney to Charles
Bowen and Evelyn Bowen, 80
acres in Calloway County.
Sinclair Oil Corporation to Ja-
mes D. Futrell; propertyon Rail-
road Avenue and OldConcord Ro.
ad.
Grover Wood James and Helen
E. James to Leo Zinkovich Jr.,
and Delores Zinkovich of Evan-
sville, Ind., two lots in Pine Blu-
ff Shores Subdivision.
Fred L. Bailey and Mabel A,
Bailey to Edward Charles Warr-
en; lot on Miller Avenue.
Symphony
Orchestra
Has Meeting
The Purchase Youth Symphony
Orchestra held its first organiz-
ational meeting Saturday (Nov. 2)
at Murray State University.
Neale Mason, associate pro-
fessor of music at Murray State
and conductor of newly formed
organization, said that he was
pleased with the response at the
meeting. Mason added that the
first few sessions will be for try-
outs for the strings section.
Audition dates for the brass,
woodwinds, and percussion sect-
ions will be announced at a later
date.
Membership in the orchestra
is open to students from grades 8
through 12. Anyone interested in
trying out for the orchestra sho-
uld contact Mason or Richard W.
Farrell, cbairman of the, MSU
fine arts department, _ _
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AUTO NEEDS! SAVE!
PERMANENT
ANTI-FREEZE
GALLON
Equal or
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00 any on
the market' 14n1
linsfealeafee available
Slight addatieelal root
WINDSHIELD
WASHER
Anti-Freeze & Solvent
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pre maned
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NEWEST DESIGN FOR -
THE SPORTS-MINDED!
BRUNSWICK
LOW OVAL
PROFILE
REGULAR
PROFILE
• MASSIVE TRE•D UP TO 2 WIDER THAN
CONVENTIONAL TREADS
Long wear, too
• IMPROVED POLYBUTADIENE TREAD COM-
POUND nears longee, prosoles In4/Ch better
year-round tracteon
• EXTRA LOW ANGLE CORD CONSTRUCTION
o pcinc,pler used rn race ,•,e c>, sl•uct on tor
Wee° hegAspowl snAnlity.
• 4 FULL KIES OF HEAT-TREATED NYLON CORD
- superior 'none. for gceoter rabn
safety. Strongest coed used in today passenger
tires
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MCI 1.1KP .....
070-14 6.95x14 44.50 29.50 2.24
E70-14 7.35x14 46.50 31.50 2.35
F70-14 7.75x14 -48.50 33.50 2.50
07045 8.15ir15 50.50
-I.
35.50 2.71
100-15 8.45x15' 5.2.50 37.50 2.89
rile MOUNTING AND 1
ROTATION
WIDE-OVAL RETREADS
"Super King" TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
A 8-MONTH
GUARANTEE
A In' wirier, massive tread Enteineered to
give your car excellent handling and trac-
tion characteristics,
F70 7.75 x 14
1888plus t.d to.at 60
AVAILABLE TO FIT FOU.OWINO SIZES: 
F70-14 '7.50 x 14 7.73 x 14
070-14 11.21 x 14 8.00 x 14
H70-14 11.33 x 14
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634
684
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MARCH OP DIMES national poster boy Tracy Greenwood, 5.
Waves a crutCh as he ndes a toy horse at his home in Velma,
Okla Tracy symbolizes the more than 250,000 babies born
in the U.S. each year with birth defects.
I Christmas MailNavy Research Per Servicemen
Is Papoiseful
KA.NEHOE MAS. Hawaii
t UPli—The Navy has opened
its third' Underseas Warfare
Center at the Kaneohe Marine
Air Station. Hawaii
The other Naval Underseas
Warfare Centers are located in
San Diego and Pasadena. Calif.
One of the first projects to
be undertaken at the Hawaii
center will be further studies
of the porpoise and how the
knowledge can be used in un-
derseas warfare.
Dr William B McLean.
technical director at the new
center said -
**The work now established
here at Kaneohe first started
abut 1960 when the Naval
Ordnance Test Station hoped
to learn what physical princi-
ples were being used by a por-
poise to achieve such high per-
formance spec*. We
if the mane prinelp146Verdbt
applied' to Use deatiorof toggle-
deem."
Academy Awards
Musical Director
HOLLYWOOD UP! 0 — El-
mer Bernstein. an eight-time
Oscar nominee, will be mudcal
director and conductor for the
40th annual Academy Awards
,how April 8.
The dogwood tree is behel.ed
to have gotten its name from
Europeans who boiled its bark
to produce a potion for treat-
:ng mange in dogs
MANILA ,UPI)—More than
87 million pounds of mail will
be sent to servicemen in Viet-
nam during the 1968 christmas
Karon. U S. Deputy Postmaster
General Frederick Belen said
on it,vhiit to Manila.
Lens Lasting
LIMA. Peru itrPli—Militaay
authorities have ordered a mas-
she Inspection of beaches near
the capital to find unexploded
cannon shells. The cannon balls
date from the -Whrasf the Pa-
cific. which began in 1879. and
some of them have exploded
among Lima bathers
Now X-Ray
For Btu* Babies
BOSTON UPI —A new x-
ray fluroscopic system in use at
Children's Hospital Medical
!Center here makes possible
relatively minor corrective sur-
gery for "blue babies" previ-
ously dejiied such trealgegt.
TN! s . dlyelopell the
Picker ation. alloial an
operaUon -n as the Rash-
kin Procedure to be Performed
on those blue babies whose con-
chtions are too critical for them
to exist outside a high-pressure
oxygen chamber for the neces-
sary 45-minute operation The
yperation now can be performed
or, the infant in the chamber.
Roundup Documentary
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Hen-
ry Fonda and Rex Allen will
narrate portions of Casey
Tibbs' "Born to Buck." a docu-
mentary of a wild horse round-
up.
4 Counties Will Send
4-H Elite to Chicago
All-expense-paid excursions to
the 47th National 4-H Congress
la Chicago for the first week of
December have been won by
youths from Nelson. Bullitt
Meade and Jefferson Counties.
Selected for their abilities in
project areas supervised by the
Cooperative Extension Service.
Gregory Florence of Bardstown,
Sloan Tichenor of Taylorsville.
Cynthia Watts of Brandenburg.
sad Terry Webb of 5415 Robbs
Lane, Louisville. will congre-
gate with 1.650 4-H award win-
ners at the congress in the Con-
:ad Hilton Hotel. Dec. 1-5.
A collector, student and lec-
airer on the habits of insects.
Florence. 16, son of Mr. and
Mrs Thomas Florence. has as-
sembled thousands of bugs for
his project in entomology. His
w.bb Miss Watts
trip is sponsored by Hercules
Incorporated.
.Florence. a past president of
his local 4-H Club, has sold
some of his collections and be-
come friends with several ex-
perts in his field. He has en-
csuraged young 4-Hers in coun-
tries as far away as Norway to
study entomology.
Miss Tichenor 16 daughter
of Mr_ and Mrs L A Tichenor.
Iegards good grooming as one
of the keynotes to good health
Besides educating herself in
first aid and proper health prac-
tices for the individual, she has
studied community health and
worked toward the prevention
ofjuvenlle delinquency by
F-10f•AC•
By ELDON BARRETT
TACOMA. Wash. ,Upli —
The most popular rock in Ta-
coma is not musical. It's geo-
logical
A great big boulder left on
the landscape by fr eew a y
builders has attracted more
teen-agers than the Rolling
Stones
State highway officials say
they left the boulder alongside
Interstate 5 in 1960 in honor
of the -King of the Sidewalk
Superintendents.' G. A. Arta
Perry. who died about a year
ago at the age of 81 Perry
was an aficionado of highway
construction and was known
from the Ft. Lewis Overpass
to the Milton Cutoff.
There is no plaque dedicat-
ing the boulder to Perry, but
highway engineers, bulldozer
operators and ditch diggers
alike know it is there in his
honor. Gov. Dan Evans even
made a special point of shaking
Perry's hand when the gover-
nor dedicated the Pacific Ave-
nue Interchange near the site
of the rock
But shortly after the inter-
change was opened, the stone
blossomed out in the vivid col-
ors of one of Tacoma's high
schools A few days later it
was decorated with the colors
of another high school.
The paint was hardly dry
working with different local or-
ganizations.
She is sponsored in her health
project by Eli Lilly and Com-
pany. A past president of her
local 4-H Club. Miss Tichenor
plans to follow her work in
health with a career in nursing.
Making more than 170 gar-
ments and hemming. stitching
and patching more than 90 oth-
ers. Miss Watts, 17. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Watts, will
represent the state in the area
of clothing. Her trip to the na
(ion's second city is sponsored
6v Coats and Clark Inc.
11so a past president of he.
al 4-H Club, she not only has
..e.de many of her own clothes,
but also has modeled them at
various functions.
Now a veteran of the dark-
room and an avid shutterbug.
Webb 17. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Webb, has taken more
than 1.160 black and white
photos and 430 color slides to
become state representative in
photography. His Chicago trip
is provided by the Eastman
Kodak Company.
From intricate shots of fresh
dew on a flower petal lo mod-
ernistic photographs of light in
!potion, Webb has a' -o learned
to process his own negatives
and prints. He is a past presi-
dent of his local 4-H Club.
Each of the four 4-H repre-
sentatives will have a chance at
national college scholarships
when their records are judged
for national honors.
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INSTANT COFFEE
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Teeners Lend Color 1- CompensationMANILA UPD—The Philip-pine Supreme Court has dou-
:ed to 12.000 pesos ($3.0001To Memorial Rock ..e award of compensatory:aniages for death caused by
(tune
The court said in a ruling the
raise was necessary because of
the lower purchasing power of
the PhillPialne peso after
World War II
from one set of colors than an-
other set would appear Ini-
tials were inscribed by oUie
teen-agers, and even so
adults placed their graffiti
the stone, making it truly it
Rock Of All Ages.
Always New
Just about every week the
boulder has a new look. But the
conservative shades of a few
years ago have given way to
wild psychedelic hues of the
way-out world.
Painted rock stands eight to
10 feet high and is about 16
feet long. Highway engineers
estimate It takes about one gal-
lon of paint to cover the paint-
able surface of the boulder. So
far about 100 coats have been
spread over it.
At first, highway offal
were a little put out becau.-.e o
the way the boulder -memo-
rial" was being treated. But
they have come to realize they)
can't fight rock culture.
-Now all we ask is that they
don't print obscene words or
phrases on the rock and that
they clean up the area when
they are finished painting," ex-
plained a maintenance official.
"If we chase them off, they will
Just come back at night and
paint it anyway."
Fishy Business
ST PAUL, Minn (UPI, —
Minnesota claims to be the
state with the mostest when it
conies to freshwater fishing.
According to • report from the
u S. Department of Interior,
Minnesota sold 1.378.230 fishing
licenses in 1967
Only one state sold more li-
censes. California That state
has a long salt-water coast.
Minnesotans are quick to point
out. California sotd 1.872.2511
licenses last year. Texas and
Wisconsin completed the "top
four ' list by racking up fishing
I:cense sales of more than 1
mUlum each
The people of Malagasy so
prize their humpbacked zebu
cattle that they have 80 dif-
fea-rit words to describe them.
styr carefully painting a peace
symbol on the huge stone
• I sure would like to be
around here about 10.000 years
from now." he mused 'Arche-
ologists of the future are Ro-
th to o out of their tree tryg gEdward C. Murphy, a High- ing to determine what kind of
way s Department publicity a cult worshipped at the foot
man, stood watching a young- of this stone."
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SUPER RIGHT
BEEF
Rib
Roast
41,111 AND
5th RIBS
LI.
to 3 RIBS .
LB 69(
f •111101110.
Spare Ribs
SMALL LEAN
& MEATY
LI.
,TF it RIGHT
Sliced Beef Liver
IMITATION DAPI
Cheese Spread 
JANE PARSER
Potato Chips
1 LB
BOX
-SAVE 104-
La 590
WW1 MN
• MIMI.
CUT UP OR
SPLIT LB 33C
MYSTERY EXPLOSION SCATTERS HOMES- Only deb' is ituaiiris after an explosion lestroyed
three homes and injured eight persons slightly in Mankato, a Minnegota college town of
25.000 residents. A leak in a natural gas line was suspect in the blast.
Charles B. Darrow, a sales-
man jobless in the depression,
invented the game 'Monopoly"
In 1929 and died a millionaire
In 1967.
• • •
In the 1970s, supersonic air-
c:aft will be flying at 70.000
feet, almost twice as high as
present-day Jets.
The first native American to
be made a baronet was Wil-
liam Appledore of Maine, hon-
ored by George II in 174h for
capturing a French fort.
• • •
Over six million walleye and
13 million northern pike were
hatched at the Wirth Platte,
Neb., hatchery in 1967.
The United States has six
federal penitentiaries. at At-
lanta, Ga.. reavenworth, Kan.,
Lewisburg, Pa.. McNeil Island,
Wash., Marion. Ill., and Terre
Haute, Ind.
• • •
The first U.S. commercial
switchboard was installed in
1878 in New Haven. Conn
SUPER RIGHT
FULLY COOKED
Semi-Boneless Hams
WHOLE
OR HALF
WITH NO CENTER SLICED
REMOVED
(
Sliced Bacon 
*LB Si)' 69c
Turkey Roast LB. 89C
ITHLKN SI AK
I bLLI
Delmolico Steak
1/4 Pork Loin
SLICED
INTO CHOPS
LI.69c
Boston Butt
PORK
WHOLE
OR HALF
dw A SUPER RIGHT
Skinless Franks  .30L  45C Arm Swiss Steak vii  890
-j BIRDS-EYE
Awake
SWIFT'S
Chili WITH BEANS
15"., OZ
CANS
-SAVE
590
JANE PARKER
Chiffon Cake
LEMON OR
ORANGE
SAVE 104-
PRE STONE
Anti-Freeze
$/63
- Star Kist
LIGHT CHUNK TUNA
6X. OZ. CAN 35c
DEUCIOUS FOR..,
A REAL
VALUEI
LB.
3 CANs9 OZ $100
-SAVE II*
AQUA-NET
Hair Spray
13 OZ.
CAN
SAVE 30* -494
nana
Cold Power Mrs. Filbert's
20‘ OFF DETERGENT 2! OFF MARGARINE
S-LB 4-0Z. $1 19 41-LB.CTNS $ 1 00
BOX 
(C) -r Robin Hood Milnot
mut. FLOUR -USE AS CREAM OR MIL*SELF RISING PLAIN
$121 $119 2ice, 02.29cCANS
SAVE 784
V-8
COCKTAIL
Vegetable
Juice
1390
deserts 14104e,r,
Florida ORANGES
0 FOR 491 c100 Sue 
„
Bibb Lettuce LB 
Broccoli BUNCH 
WHITE
1P,O,I,,A..! ES
cranberries Lt BAG
20
SAVE 84
38c
38c
Is 89'
38c
YfiEf4u jogi
46 01
CAN
PRICES
EFFECTIVE
THRU SAT. NOV. 16
EXTRAORDINARY
IVINTI
PORCELAIN
FINE CHINA
BONUS VALUI THIS WIIKI
CUPS
39e ••••
4.
BONUS VALUE THIS WIWI
WATCH 50 2 BONUS
VALUE FEATURES
EVERY WEEK
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FIXING UP FOR THE NEW TENANT •Painters give a fresh coat of white to the north portico
of the White House probably kb anticipation of the new tenant.
MEN'S WEAR
Fur Coats for Men
Are All the Rage
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK 1UPI) — Allen
Case the actor is sporting a
-beaver these days, one he grew
in Charlotte, N.C.. last summer
while playing the role of pro-
lessors Higgins in "My Fair
Lady." He's also sporting hair
seal, broad tail, French rabbit,
ranch mink and other fur coats
which he sells.
Fur coats for men may have
started with the late Father
Divine or Generalissimo Fran-
cisco Franco of Spain. both of
whom shelled out $20.000 for
Sur coats some years back. Joe
Nemeth of the New York Jets
turned up in mink this year
and so did a dozen actors.
Fur coats are suddenly the
rage and whether you buy a
$15,000 sea otter coat from
Coopchik-Forrest, a South
American spotted cat with
ranch mink collar for $1,200
from Case or a $250 Dr. Zhi-
vago fake fur from Stanley
Blacker you'll swing.
Case, 33, is one of the latest
designers to make the scene
and he does it with a minimum
of flamboyance while finding
time for acting and for run-
ning a men's wear store at
Richardson. Tex., just outside
Dallas.
Case, who designs for Sheryl]
Furs, starred in last season's
"Hallelujah, Baby" on Broad-
way and previously took over
the male lead in "Damn Yank-
ees."
As a 6 foot 1 inch actor who
could please both old ladies at-
tending matinees and young
boys gathered in front of a
television set, Case designed his
own clothes. He inherited his
father's store and began wear-
ing the clothes he sold.
Then he became interested
in fur coats for men and de-
signed a line that is both sim-
ple and pleasing and for which
the adjective is nonflamboyant.
He has been demonstrating
them himself in stores
throughout the country and
displayed a stack of orders to
prove his success.
Best Seller
Case put on a coat he called
his best selling model, a Nor-
wegian blueback seal, an ani-
mal with a white belly and a
blue-black back. It was in an
eight button double breasted
model with a half belt and a
big shawl collar which showed
the white. It was $1,000.
"The nice thing about a coat
like this is that a businessman
would wear it to work, or it is
dressy enough to be worn to
the theater,- he said. "He also
could wear it to a football
game. It isn't one of the fluffy
furs—you have to stay away
from them for men."
Well, not quite. The stadium
parkas were in opossum and
wolf, which were pretty wooly.
There also was a parka in
muskrat flanks, and a possum
with horizontal bands made
with a quilted Dacron lining, a
hood and big zipper front.
Case used the word "gutsy"
to describe his furs and said
one of his problems was that
men were afraid to wear them
because of a common hangup
—they aren't masculine. But
once he gets a man to try a
coat on, he says, his fears van-
ish. He looks gutsy.
Some of the others in his
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY.
Sew-sew Boom
On Homefront
NEW YORK UPI) — The
number of home seamstresses
is on the increase.
The interest in sewing shown
in pattern and fabric sales at
a seminar held by one sewing
machine manufacturer, panel-
ists said that in 1967 pattern
sales were up 30 per cent from
the previous year, fabric sales
up 29 per cent.
Experts at the seminar esti-
mated that today, 85 per cent
of all high school girls know
how to sew. In 1967. these
10.650 million girls made near-
ly '71 million garments.
Fronds of giant Pacific kelp,
the world's fastest growing
plant, may extend a foot a
day, says the National Geo-
graphic.
• • •
Guam is farther west than
KENTUCKY
IN WASHINGTON, police remove demonstrating Students for
a Democratic Society who staged a protest march from
the Lincoln Memorial
Rules Govern
than any other _ti S territory Q 
upen 
r s Clothes• • •Trees may be used as com-passes because moss is likely to
be thickest on the bark on the
north side
collection included six button
double breasted—a hair seal
polo coat in a 39 inch length
with a half belt and low slash
pockets for putting the hand
into. Another was a fitted sin-
gle breasted American broad-
tail with high peaked lapels.
the same in South American
lamb, and a French rabbit that
looks like Alaska seal. His only
mink coat was perked in a
chevron effect and definitely
not fluffy.
Almost any fur manufac-
turer you can mention is mak-
•ing coats for men this fall—and'
some old line firms such as Ea-
gle Clothing which formerly
made only suits and topcoats.
One was a ponyskin trenchcoat
with belt, piped and trimmed
in leather. Another was a dou-
ble breasted Persian lamb for
formal affairs, a nutria sta-
dium jacket, a suburban short
coat in either white or black
rabbit and a ranch mink for
$2,500.
Mike Forrest, head of Coop-
chik-Forrest, Inc., who pio-
neered fur coats for men some
years ago, reports such film
stars as Lee Marvin and Rich-
ard Boone wearins fur coats.
Mink and other furs for men
are dyed black, blue, pray and
other dark hues, he reports.
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NIRDIS
Of OALLAS, 1%1C
0000GAs we mark our eighteen year in busirwss in Mayfield, may we usefor a moment to express our sincere appreciation to all our manyfriends and customers for your royal support, constructive criticismand above all your highly valued friendship. As we embark on yet an-other year we pledge to you our continuing untiring effort to bring tothe women of estern Kentucky the latest in women's qualityfashions in wearing apparel and accessories.
DAMON
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By MARES ROSS
LONDON ( P I — Queen
Elizabeth II has never pretend-
ed to be a leader of fashion.
Had she been an ordinary
woman, she would have loved
to live in the country, far away
from trend-setting cities. She
is not that much interested in
fashion, but one of the lucky
few with natural flair for
clothes and the manner of
wearing them.
Hence she gets accused by
foreigners of dressing badly, of
looking old-fashioned.
The truth is she simply does
not pretend to be what she is
not. She is a 42-year old moth-
er of four who is a stickler for
the rules, including the rules
regarding royal fashicins.
She avoids avant garde styles
because, apart from her age,
they would be out of place in
the protocol of royal occasions.
She wears her skirt hems down
to her knees. Minis are for
youngsters and she thinks it
would be undignified to display
too much 1et7 vhile sitting or
climbing into cars.
She wears her hats off-the-
face so the public can get the
best view of her. Her shoes are
sturdy for comfort during
hours of standing.
If the image of the queen is
matronly now, it has not al-
ways been.
In 1958, she pot fifth in the
list of the world's 12 best
dressed women picked by the
New York Dress Institute. Her
success was due to the great
thought she put into choosing
what to take on her American
tour the previous year.
She always does take a great
amount of care when she trav-
els abroad as Britain's repre
sentative. She spends thou
sands of pounds buying ne
clothes from her two Londo
couturiers, Norman Hartnell
67. and Hardy Arnim 59.
They treat most of her day
clothes to a rainproof finish
because she never likes to use
an umbrella unless it is abso-
lutely necessary.
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ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
Beginning Saturday, Nov. 9th through Saturday Nov. 16th
Special Groups Of Famous Brand
Women's Wear
Reduced to bring you . . .
Savings 5
DEPOSIT HOLDS IN LAyAwliy 'TIL
THE HOLIDAYS
TO
ormatir 3forban 
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Paris Road-Across from Mayfield Shopping Plaza
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT 
Dial 247-2552
0% And More!
0pp
Chipping Away
ITHACA. NY. (UPI/ —Po-
tato chips are the backbone of
the snack market, reports the
Cornell University Extension
Service. Salt s of potato chips in
1966 totalled more than $800
million. Americans are eating 83
per cent more potato chips to-
day than they did 10 years ago
and are spending 417 pp .cimt
more for them About N.3 big
lions pounds of potatoes, or
16 2 pounds for e%ery person
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
art of hairdressing probably
dates back to prehistoric times
—say more than 6,000 years
ago, according to researchers
of the Steiner of London salon
in New York.
Relics fashioned by Stone
Age men of the Neolithic pe-
riod and unearthed in recent
years indicate that men and
women or that time were al-
ready interested in and creat-
ing hairstyles
THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 14. 1988
IN SAN FRANCISCO, a policeman uses his nightstick to put
out a small fire ignited by demonstrators after a protest'.:
at the downtown Civic Center
TEAMSTERS TACTICS That's Bernard Jacubus on the pave-
ment in Detroit. He was passing out literature supporting a
"revolt" against imprisoned James Hoffa's renomination :is
president of Teamsters Local 299
SOVIET WARSHIPS OFF TURKISH COAST Carrying American
and Italian newsmen. a U.S. Sixth Fleet C-117 transport
flies over two Soviet guided missile destroyers in the Medi-
terranean off the coast of Turkey. The destroyers were
escorting the new, 18,000-ton helicopter carrier Moskva,
making its first cruise in the sea. (Csbieplosto)
AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY 2. extra special at the Wilbert
Trebesch home at Sleepy Eye, Minn. That's neighbor Ted
' Peterson examining the creation
t rfrrn n t I I rra n 6r6 -
3kaaad,
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
LET US FILL YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTION
2 Registered Pharmacists
To Serve You
Byron Forbus and Roy English
HALEY'S Mu
Plain or Flavored
Quiul
$133
STANBACK
POWDER or
TABLETS
984. 57°
BONNIE BELL
SERIOUS SKI LIPSTICKS
Loaded with anti-chapping, anti-drying and
soothing ingredients and sun screen. 18 razzle
dazzle and berry stain and gold shades!
2
Combination
Purse and Parka 
$ 50
AIDS
REDUCING
CANDY
.25
Reg' $229
P 
05
OS
VANQUISH
Long Lasting Pain
Relief
Bottle of 30
Reg.** 37°
FREE FILM!!
With each roll brought in for
Processing and Prints
120 - 620 - 127 - 126-12
Black and White or Color
with 8 good prints or more.
WHY BUY FILM?!
MEDICO
Refillable
BUTANE
s266
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Gene McCutcheon
Basketball season is getting under way now and
within three weeks all of the area teams will have played
their first game
The Calloway County Lakens will be looking for
their second win of the season this Friday (Nov. 15) as
they take on the Sedalia Lions at Calloway County High
School. Game time for the Junior Varsity will be 6:45
p.m. and the Varsity game will begin at approximately
8:00 p.m.
The Lakers record at present stands at 1-1 with an
84 to 58 victory over Wingo and an 81 to 52 loss to pow-
erful Hickman County.
University School will also be in action on the bas-
ketball courts this Friday as they travel to Big Sandy,
Tennessee, in hopes of coming home with their first Vic-
tory of the season The Colts have gotten off to a sloW
start this year as they last their first games to Fredonia
and South Marshall respectively.
The Murray High Tigers basketball season will not
begin until December 6, when they travel to Fancy Farm.
• • •
This week's "Cheerleader of the Week" is Kathy
Lockhart, a seventeen year old senior at Murray High
School. Kathy, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Euel F.
Lockhart, is co-captain of the cheerleading squad at
Murray High this year and is serving in her third year
on the squad.
Kathy Lockhart
Kathy was a Miss Murray High finalist and an at-
tendent in the 68-69 Football Homecoming Royalty. She TORQUAY, England aat -
is vice-president of Tri-H1-`1, president of the Library Bob Hewit of South Africa and
Club, district SLACK secretary and 2nd vice-president Margaret Court of Australia won
of F.H.A She is also a feature writer for the Black &the singles titles in the Palace
Gold, school newspaper. 
Hotel lawn tennis tournament.
a
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Raeers To Host University , Oregon State And'Southern California
Of Evansville On Saturdayir meet Saturday
By STEVE SMILANICH
Knocked from contention for
the Ciao Valley Confer awe clam-
piouship by a 56-35 battering at
Austin Peay last Saturday, the
Murray State Racers will play
non-conference be University of
Evansville at Murray next Satur-
day.
The Racers now have a 5-2-1
record and are in third place in
the OVC with a 4-2 record. Evan-
sville is 3-5 for the year.
The Racer-Austin Peay game
was one of the most prolific off-
ensive games in OVC history.
Murray gained 507 yards and
Austin Peay 563. Despite their
losing, the Racers continued to
break records. Russ Hake gain-
ed 186 yards rushing to break
the Murray single game record
held by Tommy Glover. His sea-
son total of 705 yards aLso breaks
Glover's record. Larry Tillman
threw 5 touchdown passes for a
new Murray record and to tie the
OVC record, He also broke the
OVC career record for touch-
down passes by running his total
to 43 and he added to his OVC re-
cord for passing attempts and
completions.
Tillman's career totals are
now 359 completions in 713 att-
empts for 4,565 yards and 43
TD's,
Billy Hess set a new OVC
season record by pulling in his
twelfth touchdown pass, and he
and Gerald Young are tied for
the Murray career record for
TD passes caught with 12.
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
said the game was strictly an off-
ensive battle that Murray lost
when the Racers failed to come
through on a couple of scoring
Bruins Biggest Scorer
BOSTON (UPI) - Cooney,
Weiland scored 43 goals for the
Boston Bruins during the 1929-
30 National Hockey League
season for a club record
Kathy is an active member of the First Baptist
Church. She enjoys all sports. waterskiinig and also work-
ing at the hospital as a Candy-Striper.
graduating from high school.
Kathy plans to attend Murray State University after Tilghman 2 d Mavreld 8tlis
major post-season bowl games. After the winners of
This coming Saturday win be important to all of the In Final High School Ratings
this week's games have been decided, all of the bowl
committees, except the Rose Bowl and Cotton Bowl, will
make their final choice of the two teams they want as
opponents in each of their respective bowls.
Penn State is assured a spot in the Orange Bowl if highlands and Bardstown were Bardstown begins its quest
it beas Maryland Saturday and Georgia will be the op- ,crowried champions in the final for another title Friday night
ihigh school football. ratings an- when it plays Frankfort for theponent lilt beats Auburn. If Auburn should beat Georgia totanced today
it will have a shot at the Orange Bowl. by lauted Press Class A 2nd Region title.
Tennessee is a very strong favorite for the Sugar niterThaticenal•
Bowl but the Vols must beat Johnny Vaught's Ole Miss
Rebels and if Mississippi should win over Tennessee the
Rebels will be considered. If Kansas whips Kansas State
this Saturday it will be undoubtedly picked for the other
spot in the Sugar Bowl.
It looks like Southern California and Ohio State are
Rose Bowl bound, but USC still must beat Oregon State
and Ohio State must beat Iowa and Michigan. If Oregon
State should beat USC and Michigan should come out
on top of Ohio State we might see a Michigan-Oregon
State match in the Rose Bowl.
The Southwest Conference champion win serve as
the host team in the Cotton Bowl, but at this time there
is a four-way tie for the number one spot between Texas,
Texas Tech. Arkansas and Southern Methodist, all with
4-1 league records. The opponent for this match will
probably be Missouri or one of the top Southeastern
teams.
Most likely, one of the leftover teams from the,
Southwest Conference race will get a G-ator Bowl bid
an dthe probable opponent will be Alabama or Auburn
and the same will hold true for the Bluebonnet Bowl
qpportunities. "Both teams had
had decent defensive records in
previous tames." Furgerson sa-
id. -but the tempo of the game Bill „Earthquake.Enyart won-
was all offense and the defenses, be moving the needle on the
particularly ours, became desaseisrnograph at Cal Tech but the
perate and ineffective." crunching fullback from Oregon
State is expected
PeaFyul:gersal 
praised 
quarterbick for a great, in motion Saturday with the
the Austin  to put the foot-
game and said that Governor end, 'prime objective of destroying
Red Roberts, had no equal Willis the top-ranked Southern Cantor-
part of the country.
nia TThe Murray-Evansville game Enyr:nsria a. 230-pound back call-
will begin at 1:30 ani. ed Earthquake by his teammates
because of his power running,
will carry the offensive load for
  Uie Beavers when they tangle
with USC in the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum in college
football's top game of the day.
The winner of the Pacific Eig-
ht contest will represent the
West Coast in the Rose Bowl,
a. The game has additional appeal
in that it brings together Eny-
art and superstar 0. J. Simpson.
The USC halfback has scored
17 touchdowns this season and
leads Pacific Eight tall carriers
with 1,211 yards or 173 yards per
game.
Enyart is the league's No. 2
runner behind Simpson and ran-
ks fourth nationally with 1,068
yards and 133.5 average.
Both teams carry 4-0 confer-
ence records into the contest
with the Trojans out to avenge
a 3-0 loss to the Beavers the
only defeat suffered by USC la-
st year.
Chio State, the nation's third
ranked team and a candidate for
the Orange Bowl, plays Maryland
and the Nittany Lions are favored
by 31 points.
The Southeast, which sends
more teams to bowl games than
any other section, has two key
games Saturday and both will
likely produce post-season bowl
participants.
Fifth-ranked Georgia 6-0-2 and
ninth-ranked Auburn meet in the
South's oldest football series wi-
th the winner getting the South-
eastern Conference title and a
bid to the Orange Bowl, The
UPI Sports Writer
• •
•
• • •
If Mississippi loses to Tennessee it will still be con-
sidered for the Sun Bowl against Wyoming.
The Liberty Bowl has made no oefinite choices as
yet but they at-so are considering Mississippi, Auburn
and Alabama to oppose one of the Southwest Conference
teams.
UST BARKS AND A {UNE/LE TO UNIVERSITY Eleanor Flitch»
iiho died teiently. bequeathed her 150 dogs and $2 5 million
to Auburn University. Auburn. Ala.. it V414 revealed when
hc) yeill was read.. in Fort Lauder-tittle 1.1,)
By GLEN CARPENTER
LOUISVILLE, Ky. un - Lou
bovine Trinity, Fort Thomas
UPI's Board of Coaches gave
Trinity the top spot in Class
AAA with four first-place bal-
lots and 49 points after the
Shamrocks defeated Male 14-0
last Sattrrday rught for the city
title.
Highlands. which easily de-
feated all but one opponent on
route to a 10-0 season. was gi-
ven 10 first-place votes and
100 points to capture Class AA,
while Bardstown received seven
first-place votes and 95 points
to win Class A laurels.
Male slipped to No 2 for the
first and Last time this season,
while St. Xavier was third,
Seneca fourth and Valley fifth
In top five triple A voting.
Seneca and Valley meet Fri-
day night for the Jefferson Co-
tusty title with the winner play-
ing Trinity the following week
for the state AAA champion-
Slaughter 411ey
Playing Highlands this sea-
son has been like playing in
slaughter alley as all but one
opponent can attest The Blue-
birds scored an amazing 503
points while allowing opponents
mere 36 during the regulara
season.
The only close game came
against Covington Catholic, whi-
ch lost 12-0.
Paducah Tilghman wound up
the season in second after de-
feating previously fifth-ranked
Mayfield 20-7. Owensboro, in se-
cond Wet week, slipped to third,
with Lexington Bryan Station,
Madisonville, Danville Coving-
ton Catholic, Mayfield, Frank-
lin-Simpson and Fiopkinerville
rounding out Ile awes AA 1.09
ten.
Fourth-ranked Bryan Station
meets Highlands Friday night
for the Region III title.
Repeat Performs's.
A repeat • performance may
be in the offing for Bardstown,
Las 'year's Class A champion.
Bardstown, second-ranked last
week, used Lynch's idleness and
a 414 romp over rival and then
fifth-tanked Old Kentucky Home
to regain the top spot.
Mount Sterling moved up to
second from third, while Lynch
slipped to third. _Rounding, out
the top A teams were Fulton in
•
fourth, Frankfort. Harlan. Glas-
gow tied for seventh, McKell
in ninth and Jenkins.
. The final ratings 1st-place
votes in parentheses:
Class AAA
1. Trinity (4)  49
2. Male (1)  43
3 St Xavier  32
4. Seneca  28
5. Valley  13
CLASS AA
1. Ft Thomas lighlds (10) 100
2. Paducah Tilgtunan   85
3. Owensboro  77
4. Lex. Bryan Station   65
5. Madisonville  43
6. Danville  41
7. Covington Catholic   34
8. Mayfield  30
9. Franklin-Simpson   25
10. Hopkinsville  19
Class A
1. Bardstown (7)  
a Mount Sterling 
3. Lynch 
4. Fulton 
5. Frankfort 
6. Harlan 
7. Glasgow 
Tie-Erlanger Lloyd  
9 McKell 
10. Jenkins I
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Real Race Fans
ASUNCION. Paraguay CPI)
- Horse racing is a national
pastime for many Paraguay-
ans. and many villages have
races on fiesta days.
In Asuncion there is an oval
track, and come rata, or exces-
sive sunshine, races‘statil every
Sunday at noon
Good Incentive
CORAL GABLES, Fla. UPI)
- Jorge Velasquez. the 1967
riding champion, explains the
success of Panamanian Jockey
In this country by saying:
"When you lose down there
they throw things at you."
NFL Fumble
Recovery King
HARTFORD. Conn (UPI)
- Andy Robustelli recovered
22 opponents' fumbles during a
.01-year National Football Lea-
gue career with the Los Angeles
Rams and New York Giants to
set a record still unbroken.
-
CHERRY HILL, N. J. ars -
Gallant Bloom upset favored
Shuvee by a length and one
quarter in the $183,750 Garden-
ia Stakes at Garden State Park.
Kentucky Loses
Starting Back
LEXINGTON, 1(y. liPS - Ken-
tucky's offense suffered another
blow Wednesday with the dis-
closure that starting senior
anairblack Joe Jacobs had quit
the team
Coach Charlie Bradshaw said
Jacobs talked to him Tuesday
prior to quitting. Bradshaw said
he didn't know why Jacobs had
quit, but a source close to the
team said Jacobs felt he hadn't
been doing a good job.
A native of Hobbs, N M.. the
184-pounder had only caught 8 
Passes for 143 yards Ibis sea-
son.
Bradshaw moved sophomore
Paul Martin, who scored a
touchdown against West Virgin-
ia, into Jacobs' position.
Linebacker Wilbur Hackett,
who cut his foot Sunday, re-
mained sidelined Wednesday
while the rest of the Wildcats
concentrated on passing offense
and defense to get ready for
their Southeastern Conference
clash here Saturday with Flor-
ida
Louie Dampier Big
Gun For Colonels
By United Press International
The Kentucky Colonels never
look stronger than when Louie
Dampier is gunning down Amer-
ican Basketball Association riv-
als with his long-range shots.
One of the ABA's leading ma-
rksmen, Dampier got off to a
slow start this season and it
was no coincidence that the Col-
onels struggled along on a "win
a game, lose a game basis."
Dampier showed his deft touch
brilliantly Wednesday night, how-
ever, with a 37-point performan-
ce that led the Colonels to a
115-108 victory over the Los Ang-
eles Stars. The Colonels led 65-
53 at halftime and then broke
away to a clinching 111-104 lead
with 1:54 to play after the Stars
rallied to within four points.
Dampier had 12 field goals,
including five three-pointers fr-
om long range, and made eight
of 10 free throws for his 37
po••
--arattilastina
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Unser And Bench Capture
Rookie Of The Year Honors
ST. LOUIS EN - Center
fielder Del Unser of the Wash-
ington Senators and catcher
Johnny Bench of the Cincin-
nati Reds easily captured hon-
ors for rookies of the year
Wednesday in a poll of players
taken by the Sporting News.
The players also picked Stan
Bahnsen of the Yankees and
Jerry Koosnan of the Meta for
Sportsmanship
LONDON (UP!) - Harry
Holloway, coach of the Ce.sea
women's soccer team. is
pleased with the spirit shown
by his teenage players.
But sometimes they g),)t
oyerspirited and he has bean'
forced to issue a warning that
they a atch their language.
Any more swearing, he
,aid, and we would have to
drop the guilty party from the
team:' • -
rookie pitchers of the year for
the American and National lea-
gues.
Bench, the first National Lea-
gue catcher ,to take the rookie
prize, received 136 votes in the
poll, with his closest contend-
er. Bobby Bonds, receiving 13.
Unser tallied 92 votes, 60 more
than rookie third baseman Bob
Cox of the Yankees, named on
32 ballots.
Bahnsen, fighting early ten-
dencies to throw wild, chased
the season to lead the Yankees,
with 161 strikeouts and a 2.08
ERA. He posted a 17-12 re-
cord.
Koosrnan was named to the
National League All-Star team
after winning 11 games to four
losses. He finished a 19-12 sea-
son with the Mets, including
seven shutouts and a 2.08 ERA
Lynn Grove 49,
Almo 48
PRINCETON, N.J. (UPI)-
Sports equipment is big busi-
ness and growing bigger with
introduction of new products
based on advanced technology•
Golf club "woods" that are ac-
tually hollow metal, aluminum
tennis rackets, new style base-
ball bats and gloves, and now
a practically indestructible golf
ball. The ball )PCR-Bartsch)
is the only patented, solid.
molded, 1-piece golf ball that
can't be nicked, cut or "go out
of round." It is guaranteed tc
be perfectly playable for 18C
holes,
BANGKOK VT - Chartchai
Chionio of Thailand retained
his world flyweight title with
unanimous 15- riund decision
over Berruible Villiacampo. of
the Philippines.
•
Lynn Grove defeated Almo
Tuesday night in a hard fought
elementary basketball game at
Lynn Grove. The final score
was Lynn Grove 49. Almo 48.
LYNN GROVE (49)-Murdock
12, Key 11, Morris 11, West 9,
Howard 6.
ALMO (481-Shelton 18, Ro-
land d13, Cleaver 9, Scott 4,
Connor 4.
First Replay
LUBBOCK. Tex. , UPI-
Texas Tech's 26-7 football vic-
tory over Kansas in 1965 was
the first intercollegiate grid
contest in which instant video
replay was used by coaches on.
the sideline. The game. called
:n the opening minute of the
fourth quarter by a tornado
alert, also Is believed the first --
terminated by weather.
other game sends 10th ranked points and Jim Ligon added 20
Tennessee against Mississippi points, including nine in just
and the winner can expect a bid over a minute in the fourth per-
to the Sugar Bowl. ' kid. Steve Chulan scored 24 poi-
Michigan, tied with Ohio Statelnts for the Stars, who suffere
for the Big 10 lead and ranked their fourth loss in seven games7aa
fourth, takes on winless Wiscon-
sin and are favored by 20 points,
Texas, co-leader in the South-
west Conference and ranked eig-
hth, is a 14 point choice over
Texas Christian.
WASHINGTON UPI - Four gro-
ups are bidding for the Washing-
ton Senators franchise in the
American League with sale of the
baseball club expected to be co-
mpleted before the end of the year
at a price of $10.5 million.
A club spokesman said one
group bidding for the club includ-
ed Robert E. Short, treasurer of
the Democratic National Comm-
ittee and Jeno F. Paulucci, a
foods company executive.
'Archery Popular
WASHINGTON ) UP I) -
Archery is one of the fastest
growing sports in America.
with about 6 million bow-and-
arrow enthusiasts engaged in
it says the National Geogra-
phic For the first time, arch-
ery will be included in the 1968
Summer Olympic,
Time and Distance
NEW YORK UPI, - How
-long" is one one-hundredth
of a second' In a recent 60-
yard dash. it was three and a
half inches The calculation
was made at the inaugural
track' meet in the new Madison
Square Garden by an electron-
ic photo-recording system that
''freezes" race finishes on film
for judges' viewing.
At the Garden event7the,
Bulova device photographed
Lennox Miller of U.S.0 best-
ing Dalton LeBlanc of the
Houston Striders by a hart-
dredth of a second, Translated
into distance, the photo pic-
tured the winner ahead by
three and a half inches.
ABA Record
NEW YORK )UPI) -Louie
Dampier of the Kentucky Col-
onels, established an American
Basketball Association record
by scoring 54 points on the fi-
nal night of the 1967-68 sea-
son
All Four Ky. OVC Teams Will
Play Outside Conference
United 'Crass International overall and
The four Tennessee teams
square off in league play while
the four Kentucky schools meet
outside foes this week in Ohio
Valley Conference football al
Um,
Austin Pero, coming on
strong after three early-season
losses. hosts winless Tennessee
Tech Saturday afternoon in
homecoming contest at Cla
vale.
Austin Peay has, won four in
a row including last week's 56-
35 aerial battle with Murray
State. Junior quarterback Den
nis Dyer tossed four touchdown
passes in that contest.
Tennessee Tech will call on
Junior fullback harry Schreiber
for its offensive punch Schrei-
ber has gained 919 yards on 210
carries to rank among the na-
tion's rushing leaders.
Austin Peay enters the game
with a 4-3 overall record and
3-2 in the OVC. Tech is 0-8 and
0-5.
East Tennessee State, fresh
from a 16-13 OVC win over
Morehead, travels to Murfrees-
boro to meet Middle Tennes-
see State Saturday afternoon.
Middle Tennessee boasts the
OVC's No. 2 passer in quarter-
back Dickie Thomas while Fast
Tennessee relies on a more di-
versified attack
East Tennessee carries a 2-5
the game while
see is 2-8 and 14.
Eastern Kentucky. ranked No.
6 in the latest small college rat-
ings. meets Youngstown Ohio
Friday night at Youngstown be--
fore playing Morehead in the
finale the following week.
Eastern clinched at least a
tie for the conference title last
week with a 38-14 win over
Tennessee Tech. The Colonels
are 7-1 overall and 6-0 in the
conference.
Western Kentucky, ranked No.
10 national]. will hoot powerful
Akron Ohio Saturday afternoon.
Western. 7-1 overall and 5-1
in the OVC, cloaes out the sea-
son the following week at Mur-
ray and could still gain a tie
for the title with a win and an
Eastern Kentucky loss to More-
head
Morehead meets Kentucky
State Saturday afternoon with
one eye on the Eastern Ken-
tucky contest the following
week Morehead is 2-5-1 overall
'with a 1-5 OVC mark.
-Murray hoists Evansville Ind.,
In a Saturday afternoon contest
and the Racers will be out to
get back on the winning track
following last week's Iona to
Austin Peay Murray is 5-2-1 for
the year with a 4-2 conference
mark
Ready for Outside
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.-Penn State halfbacks Charlie
Pittman, left, and Bob Campbell get an assist from coed Julie
Zebuhr in trying on snowshoes for practice. The Penn state
squad finally gave up and went inside to practice after 25
inches of snow fell in this area.
SANTA SPECIAL!
$30 off on Remington.
MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
208 East Main Street Murray, Kentucky
•
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Buy, so Theee
Agto, Rent Fne
*ROUGH THE
• POR SALM
RAEtBITS-Ltve or dressed-cut
and packaged. See Howard M.
Bucy at The Highland OW
Rabbit Farm, 5 miles !worth of
Murray near Almo Heights.
Call 753-1861. N-22-NC
THREE-BEDROOM 1967 trailer.
Call 436-5847. N-16-C
carLUFFY soft and bright u new.
'That's what cleaning rugs will
do when you use Blue Lustre!
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto Store N-16-C
RUGS a sight? Company com-
ing? Clean them right with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Tidwell's Paint Store.
N-16-C
 with or without name imprint.
NOTICE
PIANOS! 4 out of 5 families
find what they want at Reed
Music-Benton 527-8955. Off
Highway 58, Barns Grocery.
Used Console; Univ. Trade,
Baby Grand. N-14-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
IL Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
loVinville. BY. H N-16-C
POULAN CHAIN SAWS, 13 mo-
dels, starting at $129.95. Sales
and service available at Sea-
fords Lawn and Garden Equip-
ment, Route 1, Benton Phone
437-5312 or Waldrops Saw and
Lock Shop in Murray. N-19-C
1,00D UPRIGHT practice piano, 1
"1100.00 1953 Plymouth, $4000.
Women's bowling ball and bag,
$20.00. Call 753-2387 after 4.30
p. m. N-14-C
CHIHUAHUA puppies, AKC re-
gistered, 8 weeks old. Phone
753-6983. N-14-C
PROFESSIONAL Slingerland
Drum se, with black oyster
.topearl finish. Just like new. Car-
rying cases, cymbals and all
other accessories included. Also
have marching snare drum
stand and carrying case. Phone
753-6852. N-14-P
WHITE TOY POODLE, AKC re-
gistered, 6 weeks old. Phone
753-7850 from 8:00 a. M. 'till
5:00 p. in. N-14-C
, !PEKINGESE PUPPIES, AKC re-
f. .;istertsi Phone 753-5918.
H-N-14-C
TWO SET! aR females, 4 and
5 years, trained, two broke to
gun and well started. Young
dogs. Three Champion Riposte
puppies, 4 months. All bred in
the Purple. Greene 0. Wilson,
753-3536. N-14-C
USED 28 FT Cabin Cruiser.
sleeps 6. front and rear deck,
V-8 engine, trailer included.
Phone 753-8425. N-18-P
SHOTGUNS. Call 435-5502 anyi
afternoon. N-14-C!
USED REFRIGERATOR, $21600.
Call 7534434. N-15-C
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS Grrr-
Murray Woman's Club cook-
books and Kentucky scenic
placetnats. Call 436-2345 or 753-
4498 for information. D-18-C
SMALL SERVEL refrigerator
in good condition. Standard in-
side door. Call 753-3668. N-15-C
BEAUTIFUL PERSIAN kittens,
blues and creams. Registered
champion stock. Route 1, Gil-
bertsville, Ky, 362-4348. N-16-C'
FLEMINGTON typewriter, stand-,
ard. Bought new, December,,
1967, used 35 hours. Route 1,,
Gilbertsville, Ky. 362-4348.
N-16-C
ANTIQUE ORGAN. Phone 753-
2743 after 3:30 p. m. 1TC
1965 S-90 HONDA, $150.00. Ex-
cellent condition. No. 4, Wil-
liams Apartments, South 16th
St., between 4:00 and 6:00 p. in.
, N-16-P
COMPLETE FIREPLACE set,
brand new. Phone 753-2669.
N-16-C
- or -
INSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAGE
LOANS
SPANN it WILSON
205 S. 4th Murray, Ky.
TFC
HOLIDAY GREETING Cards
ed. Come in and order now to
allow ample time for delivery
and mailing before the holi-
days. Ledger & Times Office
Supply Department, N-16-NC
I WILL NOT be responsible for
any debts other than my own
after this date. James Allen
Turner. N-15-C
BETTY HERALD is now em-
ployed at the Fashion Beauty
Salon on 104 North 10th, Mon-
day through Friday. Mrs. Her-
ald is a Licensed beautician and
has been employed in Owens-
boro for the past three years.
For appointment phone 753-
5888. N 19-C
HILP WANTID
DO YOU need extra money?
Earn $50.00 for 10 hours, part
time. We need ladies to help
through Christmas season. Call
IR2-4783 after 500 p. m.
N-15-C
RADIO AND T. V. Service man
wanted. Top pay and good work-
ing conditions for right man.
Please answer, giving age, mari-
tal status and employment re-
cord to P. 0 Box 32- Id, c/o
Ledger & Tunes, Murray, Ky.
N-14-C
WOMAN to do light house work
once a week. Phone 438-2227
after 5:00 p. m. N-14-C
BE A BEAUTY EXPERT-Be
an Avon Representative. It's
tun to visit with customers and
It's profitable too. Write, Mrs.
Evelyn L. Brown, Avon Mgr.,
Dist. 440, Shady Grove Road,
Marion, Ky. 42064. N-15-C
EXPERIENCED receptionist and
general office worker. Over-
time required. Mature older
person preferred. Reply to P.
O Box 32-P, co Ledger and
Times. N-16-C
RETAIL SALESMAN wanted.
Appliances, furniture experience
helpful, not necessary Age no
factor but must be strong
enough 1,o lift and deliver. Im-
mediates employment, replie
strictly confidential. Our em-
ployees "know" of this ad. Sal-
ary open. Reply to P. 0. Box
32-J cio Ledger & Times. Mur
ray, Kentucky. TFC
WAN'TED TO RENT
WANTED to rent, house or
trailer for next semester, 2 men.
Call 762-4687 N-14-P
WANTED: Garage for one or
more cars. Phone 753-7317 or
753-9064. TFC
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep
appreciation and thanks to our
many friends and relatives for
the many kindnesses extended
to as following the death of our
husband and father, Harvey E.
Ford.
Family of
Harvey E. Ford
1TP
COTTON CLUB
DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF...
THE MEN-SAY-SHUNS
POPULAR RECORDING ARTISTS
401rEATCRING VOCALIST BR1N MURRAY
Every Wednesday Night
Noyember.13, 1966 - From 11:011 to 12:011 p...
Everyone Cordially Invited
Was NEW PIANO SALE Now
$715.00 FRENCH PROVINCIAL CONSOLE $550.00
$694.50 EARLY AMERICAN CONSOLE ___ $540.00
WALNUT SPINET PIANO  $440.00
Above prices include bench, tax, delivery
and one Free Tuning.
LEACH'S MUSIC
Chestnut Street Phone 753-7575
MSC
•
L
THE
REAL "STAT. FOR SALO
BRICK HOUSE: three bedrooms.
two baths, custom draperies
and carpct throughout. $25,-
$00. Call 753-8787 for appoint-
ment. TFC
4-BEDROOM BRICK house, 3
full baths, marble foyer, fully
carpeted chain link fenced back
yard. Possession with deed. Lo-
cated across from Robertson
School. Phone 753-5925. TFC
WE HAVE THE Judge Hall Mc-
Cuistion home on South 6th
Street. This is a beautiful home.
Has full basement and large lot
FOUR-BEDROOM, on North
20th Street, one of Murray's
prettiest. Two baths, large liv-
ing room, family room, 2-car
garage and beautifully land-
scaped lawn.
FOUR-BEDROOM, large living
room, 2 baths, worlds of closets,
all carpet, except tile in family
room and kitchen. Back yard
has cyclone fence. On Loche
Loniond Drive.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick ve-
neer, could be bought with 4
acres of land or just house and
lot. Five miles south on HWY
84.
IF YOU ARE looking for a
house with a little land, we
have a beauty, one mile out
Mayfield Highway. Two acres
with this fine home
REAL NICE 3-bedroom brick
veneer on 7 acres of land, 5
miles north of Murray on black
top.
GIVE US A CALL on any of
the following houses. There
must be one to please you.
REDECORATED 3 - bedroom
brick veneer at 1617 Miller
Ave.
NEW 3-bedroom brick veneer
in Meadow Green Acres.
NEW 3-bedroom brick veneer
at 1702 Keeneland Drive.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
South 13th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
1609 lielmonte Drive.
3-BEDROOM frame on North
18th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer at
1509 Belmonte Drive.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Peggy Ann Drive.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Kirkwood. So. of Glendale Road.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Wiswell Road and 18th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Magnolia Drive. Large lot.
BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom on So.
12th. Brick veneer, pretty lawn.
WE HAVE one of the best
terms in Calloway County. Good
brick veneer house, stock barn,
tobacco barn, plenty of out.
All under good fence.
Good corn and tobacco base,
120 acres 100 acres of good'
crop land.
100 ACRE FARM with brick
home, has full basement, milk
barn. All good land. One mile
east of Kirksey. Known as the
Wavel Beaman farm.
43 ACRES on Whiskey Ridge
Road. 38 acres of this farm Is
real good crop land. Priced to
sell at $7,500.00. No buildings.
120 ACRES, one mile east of
Dexter. This farm is priced to
sell. Come by and take a look.
MANY OTHER smaller farms
over the county.
FOR ANY and all real estate
financing, see us. We make
FHA, VA, conventional and
farm loans. Also commercial.
WE HAVE 3 lake cottages and
all kinds of lake lots. Some wa-
ter front, some lake view.
SPANN & WILSON ENS.
and Real Estate P. 0. Box 522,
Phone 753 3263. Realtors, Guy
'Spann, Wayne Wilson, Broken,
Edna Knight, Onex Ray; Sales-
man. Charles McDaniel. N-15-C
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&ROOM HOUSE, oWdtrie Nmd,
running hot and cold water with
bath. Newly decorated. Call
James R. Hamilton 753-4516.
N-14-C
2-BEDROOM HOUSE on 13th
and Story Avenue. Gas heat, air-
conditioned, living room rug and
curtains Reference required.
Phone 753-3018. N-16-C
MOBILE HOME on large lot,
10' x 50'. Electric beat, 1963
model, 2 miles east of Murray
on Highway 280. Phone 753-
6231. N-16-P
5-ROOM HOUSE on corner of
7th and Vine. Newly decorated.
Phone 753-2818 or 753-3690.
N-14-C
TWO-BEDROOM house, partly
furnished or unfurnished. Col-
lege Students accepted. Phone
753-6012 or 753-2486. N-14-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished
house with full basement. Call
753-4808 after five p. in.
5-ROOM house, available now.
Electric heat, unfurnished. Stu-
dents only. Phone 753-2927 af-
ter 4:00 p. m. N-15-P
FURNISHED UPSTAIRS apart
ment, near college. Electric
heat, private entrance. For cou-
ple. Call 753-5941 after 5:00
p. m. N-16.0
Every day fire strikes more
than 6,560 times in the United
States. Every 47 seconds at
-least one fire breaks out in an
American home. Every 43 min-
utes tire claims a life. In 1967,
there were an estimated 12,200
fire fatalities. The grim statis-
tics come from the Insurance
Information. Institute,
atiONIMININIMIIIIIMMiessuassiosissaamias.
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IN MEMORY
In loving memory of Elwanda
Tynes, who passed away one
year ago November 14.
You cannot sa. and you must
not say
That she is dead, she is just
away!
With a cheery smile, and a
wave of the hand,
She has wandered into an
unknown land,
And left us dreaming how
very fair
It needs must be, since she
lingers there,
And you-0 you, who the
wildest yearn
For the old-time step and the
glad return,
Think of her faring on, as
dear
In the love of There as the
love of Here;
Think of her still as the
same and say:
She is not deed-ehe le just
away! wvit(oass two
Sadly miNted by
her family
Millions of Kitties
LOS ALTOS. Calif. (UPI)-
About 40 million cats inhabit
the United States, according to
C Richard Calore of the Na-
tional Cat Protection Society,
Only 22 million have homes,
and the remaining 18 million
fend for themselves in the
countryside and back alleys.
Final Words
PADUCAH. Ky. (UPI) - A
monument to native son and
former Vice President Alben W.
Barkley here is inscribed with
his final words: "I would rather
be a servant in the house of
the Lord than to sit in the
seats of the mighty."
Attack Better
NEW YORK (uPD - The
Health Insurance Institute
here calls attention to what a
Washington, D.C.. doctor said
about persons least likely to
have heart attacks. In its
newsletter the Institute said
the doctor described such a
person as follows:
"An effeminate municipal
worker or embalmer, complete-
ly lacking i n physical and
mental alertness, without
drive, ambition, or competitive
spirit." The person likes fruits
and vegetables laced with corn
and whale oil, detests tobacco.
doesn't own a television, radio
or car He also "strains his
puny muscles by exercise."
• • •
The state flower of Florida is
the orange blossom.
• • •
5:14
STOKES AGAIN 1091115
Stokes, brother of Cleve-
land's mayor earl Stokes,
the first Negro elected mayor
of a major American city,
now becomes the first Negro
ever elected to congress in
Ohio. He is shown with two
of his children in Cleveland.
Rhode Island in 1646 became
the first colony in North Amer-
ica to have a closed season on
deer
• • •
The sun loses 10 million tons
of gas a second .
• • •
The highest point in Ver-
mont is Mt. Mansfield, 4,393
feet above sea level.
Ecuador is named for the
Equator. which it straddles
• • •
A computer at Goddard
Space Flight Center near
Washington can perform 16.6
million additions a second
Shelves Full
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI i -The
average supermarket carries
between 6,000 and 8,000 food
items, many of which were not
available five years ago.
The University of Nebraska
Extension Service says that 1.-
500 new items appear on the
market each year Consider.
for example, the amount of
space now given to snack foods
-cookies, crackers, beverages
and candies, not necessarily
new foods, but new forms of
the well known.
• • •
The State Flower of Califor-
nia is the golden poppy.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE AnSwt° YestifdaY "unie
ACROSS
1-Cronies
(colloo 1
5-Encounter
9-Strike out
11-Garne fish
13-Prefix not
14-Intractable
persons
16-Compass
point
17 Fruit seed
19-Shore birds
20 Muse: as
written
21 Short billed
rail
23 Nahoor sheep
24 Distance
measure (pl.)
25-Thick
27-Ciecular
29-Baker's
product
30-Land of the free
(mut
31-Bundles
33-Greek island
35-Female horse
36-Through
38-Edible fish
40-Devoured
41-Imposed
monetary
penalty
43-Male sheep
44-Pronoun
45-Ironed
47-Symbol for
nickel
45 Dared
50-Seesaw
52-Evaluate
53-Fue)
DOWN
1-Punctuation
mark
2-Man's
nickname
3-Permit
4-Heavenly
body
5-Planet
6-Bitter vetch
7-Spanish article
8 • Shaded
9-Plunges
10-Wipe out
11-Pertaining to
the cheek
12 Tidy
15 Metal
18-Make ready
20-Lawmaker
22-Old-womanish
24-Joins
26-Bishopric
28-Possessive
pronoun
31-Cake mix
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32 Watched
secretly
33-Peak of wave
34-Kite
35-Servant
37 Abstract being
39-Turkish
chieftain
41 Liberate
42-Profound
45 Fruit seed
46-River in
Scotland
49-Note of scale
51-Symbol for
tantalum
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Peanuts®
MOW, TONIGHT
I WANT 401TO
STAL? OuT HERE
AND BE A
WATCH D06!
Nancy
WO W
IT/5 YOUR RESPON5iBILITY TO
GUARD I-401.6E, THIS YARD
AND THIS NEIGHBORHOOD!
'0
10 MA
10111111. 
411 
Itnig
by Charles M. Schulz
FREE
FISHING
BAIT
OKAY-- -
WHERE'S THE
FREE BAIT? \\ I
D•1 U 1 •
by
BC/SHAM._
FREE
FISHING
BAIT
-
by Ernie Busluniller
li
SHOVEL
FOR
RENT
10 .ct
10,4.4
Abbie 'N Slats
ONE-HALF MILE from Hazel,
a 30 acre farm. Terrain is ex-
cellent, beautiful building site.
Good well and 2 tobacco barns
on the property.
A 3-BEDROOM stone in Circa-
mama. Fireplace, carpeting, dou-
ble garage. Back lawn is fenced,
on an exceptional lot. Very rea-
sonably priced.
NICE BRICK almost completed,
with 3 extra large bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, family room, kitch-
en with built-in appliances, cen-
tral . heat and air conditioning,
patio, outside storage. Only
$21,500.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co. 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Kentucky 7534342; Donald R.
.and Pearl 'F. ker Home
phone 753-50 y Grogan
-Home phone 8; Paul
Dailey Jr. -Home phone 753-
8702. 1I-ITC
SIRVICOS OFFIlitio
THIRTY YEARS of Demolition
Experience. Let us Lake down
your old building. No job to
small or to large. Contact. John
Waddell, Paris, Tenn., 1-901-642-
4798. N-14-P
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING.
FREE estimates. Call 753-8123
or 435-4651. Dec.-17-C
is.,paiausissearasswesanuesinssestensaseastegwatessarratesemearalse?"-
NOW TINYIL BE
YoR'N IN
RACE!!
Lil' Abner
THANK
YOU,
DEAR OLD
DADDY
FOULBUCK!r
I Ill I 
uNT ABS*: YOU'VE BEEN
STARING AT THAT NOTE
FROM AUNT ROWENA
FOR MORE
THAN AN
HOUR
I KNOW IT, CHILD... AND
WHAT I'M TWINKIN' MAKES ME-
QUAKE AN ' 04.1 I V ER .1! 
C. he U I.. •lo
f•••••• bc••11.••• 1.4
•
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by R. Van Buren
YO' AN' ME GOT A BIG SECRET
THIS SADIE HAWKINS DAY,
GEN"RAL -BUT AN WON'T
TALK =AN' YO' CAIN' T!!
by Al Capp
-"
r".
•
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PAGE TWELVE
Here's the University of Kentucky Co
cow, UK Dean Duke Becky Su* 5449617, .r•
Non of America for a production record.
herdsman and Dr Jack Van Horn_ right,
milk in a recently concluded 305-day milking
milk record mad* in the Dairy Hord Improve
twice daily in a 305-dc" test. The record breaks
in this same age group milking frequency
132,000 register-v:1 Holstein cows in 2,700 her
more than 3,700 gallons of milk, or more than
Her butterfat production — 1,036 pounds—
butter on the dining room table Two herd
Year in the U. K. herd. produced 21,460 pou
Victor Butterfly 6430045, a two-year-old, pro
average U.S. dairy cow produces 11,513 pounds
(UK
....••••••kmaramiklialiiitigaMmaeu.alwr"1*
• ' 4111114117111•444.4
TER LEDGER & TIMFS — MURRAY. ILINTUCKY
liege of Agriculture's high-producing Holstein
rently cited by the national Holstein Associa•
"Sue," held here by Art Graden, left, dairy
dairy researcher, produced 32,900 pounds of
test. It was the fifth highest official national
mint Registry by a mature Holstein milked
a previous alltim• stat• record for Holsteins
and division. The DHIR program has more than
ds. On the basis ot gallons. "Sue" produced
enough to fill 10 300-gallon bulk milk tanks.
ar-uld hive put about 1 600 to 1,800 pounds of
net's, Sally Plain View Victory 5411466 •• five-
nits of milk in a 364-siss test, and UK Jim
duces' 15,210 peunds of milk in 304 days, The
of milk a year.
Extension Service Photo By Lonnie Hodges).
MERGER ...
(Continued From Page I)
realized that a formal request
for merger should come from,
the Murray Independent Board
of Education. it is recommend-
ed that the Calloway County
Board of Education provide
csigditions conducive to that
me-ger.
II Two elementary centers
should be constructed in the
vicinity of Murray. In the event
that the Calloway County Board
of Education and the Murray
Board of Education continue to
operate two separate schosl
systems, these structures should
be used to house grades 1 8
from Calloway County. In the,
event that merger is consider-
ed. consideration may be given
to reorganizing the grade struc-
ture for these buildings in ac-
cordance with the Deeds pre-
sented at the time of merger.
III Calloway County High
School should be enlarged to
provide special services areas.
N. The Calloway County
Board of Education should pro-
vide central offices for the ad-
ministrative staff.
V_ In the event of merger a
study should be made by the
Department of Education and
the Calloway County district to
consider proposals relating to
Junior and senior high schools.
After hearing Mr. Daniels,
the board moved to proceed
with the forming of a Calloway
County Citizens Committee.
This committee is to meet with
the board as quickly as possible
to make a detailed study of the
survey report in order to in-
form and advise the people of
the county concerning the
needs of the county system
There has been some talk in
recent months concerning the
possible merger of the City
School System and the County
School System.
Both Calloway County High
School and Murray High School
are crowded and neither schools
is considered to be large en-
ough. neithe+ for present needs,
nor for any future expansion.
Plans are underway at this
time for the construction of a
new city high school on Doran
Road on part of the Pullen pro.
Derty recently purchased by the
a.'
City School Board.
i Principal stumbling blocks in
• f f the t o! the was o a merger o
systems are listed as the dif-
ference in the tax assessment
En the city and county, and the
membership of the board which '
would have legal authority over
such a merged system.
A large number of people
have expressed themselves as.
being in favor of a merged
system which would result in
adequate facilities for the chil-
dren of the city and county, as
well as a highly trained staff in
both the elementary and high
school centers_
NOW YOU KNOW
be United Press International
The term "Iron Curtain" '
came into popular use after
Winston Churchill declared in
1946 that the Soviet Union had
rung down an "Iron Curtain"
across Eastern Europe
Cooperstown N Y 15 me
home of the Baseball Hall of
Fame
KEY NIXON AIDE Bryce N
Harlow, 52. talks to report-
ers in New York. where he
is planning strategy as Pres-
ident-elect Nixon's legisla-
tive aide, to help guide the
new administration's bills
through the House and
Senate Harlow, a native of
Oklahoma City. Okla., and
University of Oklahoma Phi
Beta Kappa, served as an
Eisenhower aide for six years
Hospital Report
Admissions., November 11, 1964
Mrs Nancy Balliet, Route 1,
Woodlawn; Master Woodrow
Balliet. Route 1. Woodlawn;
Mrs. Katie Jones, 6602 Elm
Street, Murray; Mrs Bobby Fer-
guson 211 E. Maple. Murray;
Mrs. Nelda Green, 406 South
6th Street, Murray; Jay Futrell,
Jr., 1609 Ryan, Murray; Mrs.
Jacqueline Rushing. Route 2,
Murray; Mrs. Nelda Cain, Route
1, Almo; Master Charles Elk-
ins, Jr.. Route 1, Hardin; Miss
Melissa Johnson. Route 1, Ben-
ton; Mrs. Shirley Rogers and
baby boy, 3204 Alpha Drive,
Paducah; Silburn Colson. Route
• 2this, MureiRoultiss_BMentanichel;le 
Mrs.
Charlene Hale, Route 1, Almo; -
Taylor Perry. 203 Pine, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Wilbanks, Route 5.
Murray; Mrs Esther Loyine
Route 5, Murray; Ernest Dick
(To Cony. Div.). 600 Vine St.,
Murray.
Dismissals
R. W. Scarborough. Route 5,
Murray; Mrs. Phyllis Tucker,
Hardin; Mrs. Joyce Slaughter
and baby boy. Route I. Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Patricia Lassiter
;and baby boy, Route 6, Murray;
Mrs. Lucille Wyatt, Route 1,
IllEirksey; Mrs. Pauline Garland,
-New Concord; Mrs Ilona W:1-
son. Hazel: Miss Deanna Wil-
son. Box 63, Hazel; Mrs. Blan-
che Thorpe, Box 99. Hazel;
Floyd Hicks, Route 3. Murray;
Mrs. Necie Hicks, Route 3, Mur-
ray.
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service 11-14-68 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts 502 Head, Barrows and
Gilts 25e Higher, Sows, Steady
to weak.
US 2-3 190-240 lbs $17.7548.25,
Few 1-2 $18.50:
US 2-4 200-240 lbs $17 00-17.50;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs 516.25-17 00:
US 3-4 250-280 lbs 416 00-16.25;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $14.50-15.50;
US 1-3 300-500 itis 413.50-1450;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs $13 00-13.50.
f (Continued From Pays 1)
Went out and chased them la
again.
Gathered the eggs, locked the
gable,
Back to the house and set the
table;
Cooked a supper that wili
delicious,
And afterwards washed up the
dishes;
Fed the cat, sprinkled the
clothes,
Mended a basketful of hose.
Then opened the organ a n d
began to play,
"When You Come to the End
of a Perfect Day".
SEEN & HEARD .
That just wore us out readins'
God help those people who art
seared
The Post Oaks are holding on
to their leaves in spite of win-
ter winds, freezing tempera-
tures, frost and earthquakes.
The Elm is almost bare, the
Persimmon, naked, and t he
Ash is stripped to the buff. The
Red Gum is stark against the
sky and the Scaly Bark left
with no protection. The Hard
Head Hickory still clings to
bunches of leaves.
Fellow says there are two time:,
you should keep your mouth
.shut, wen you are swimminj:
and when you are angry.
The Georgia state bird is theBrown Thrather.
,•••11061111••• . as.
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HIGH WINDS, ANGRY SEAS IN FLORIDA, Whipped up by a squall line crossing Florida.
angry seas Nwaniii lisk.. md eav‘alls at Indian Rocks Bea(h. St. Petersburg
A philosophy professor wrote
on the blackboard, "Is Life Wor-
th Living" He then told his
class to write a paper on this
subject as this was their final
exam. One student completed
his paper in half a minute and
he received an "A" for the
course His answer was, "It de-
pends on the liver."
College students who take over
buildings, and otherwise break
all rules and regulations could
be kicked out of school. Why
they are allowed to act like
criminals on the west coast is
beyond us.
"When we loco the challenge
of the new technology—how to
employ for proper educational
ends such elements as televi-
sion, teaching machines or com-
puter • system—our decisions
must be made in the light of the _
total impact of instruction upon
ireeelesIge and the
tellect, but not violating the
claims of the emotions anci
.Sterling M. M.2.
Murrin. former U. S. Comn-::s-'
goner of Education. What he
really said is we got to use all
these new tangled things for
educauon the best way we can.
Th. Lexington Leads says an
old timer is a fellow who can
remember when the worst thing
to happen in a long, hot sum-
mer was crabgrass.
Mow -Mks there is a tight way
to say things and a wrong way.
Don't do like the following
lady. A church worker callin
on hopsitalized members resolv-
ed to speak only words of en-
couragement. Approaching a
bed in which an elderly woman
was sitting up, she began cheer-
ily, "Well, you certainly don't
look as if you'll be here much
longer!"
Fine Hunting
In Paraguay
AtiLINCION. Paraguay ,uPli
— Sportsmen say Paraguay hat
some of the finest hurrring In
the Americas There are deer
wild pigs, jaguars. pumas and
tapir, plus armadillos, ant-
eaters and turi..zttatt.
For big game hunting, most
hunters here prefer a 12-gua2,
double barrel shotgun. And,
Imost take along a snakebite kit.
"MOST WANTED" Le vi
Washington labovei, a re-
puted nar(•iti,,, addict ar-
vusett in three New Orleans
bank robberies. is a nes.i.
nanie on the FHI's 'list of
''Ttin Mum.. Wanted Ieugi •
uses- at large He is a na-
tive of Mississippi, i;
IL weighs 1.:5-170. has }WIWI
under his left eye, on left
cheek, behind left eiir He is
an artist 'killed inuii.
LADIES
DUSTERS
Full and short Length
Variety of
Styles,
Colors,
Fabrics!
'Tricot Acetate yarn
Kodel with
Polyester
Fiberfill,
Brushed
Acrylic
Cotton
quilted.
Ladies FLANELETTE PAJAMAS
Assortment of Styles and Colors
Sizes: 32- 40
1.77 to 43.54
Ladies FLANELETTE GOWNS
Assortment of Styles and Colors
Short and Long Length
1.77 to '2.54
Ladles
Brushed Tricot
PAJAMAS
80' Acetate 20-, Ny-
lon. Asst. of styles and
colors. Sizes 32-40.
'2.66 to 44.33
Ladies
Brushed Tricot
GOWNS
Large choice of styles
and colors. Long and
short length.
$1.77 to 43.54
LADIES
U T E
PAJAMAS
114- %
Nylon
Tricot
Sizes:
S - M - L
• Blue
• Pink
• Mint
pe n
Mon - Sat 9-9
Sunday 1-6
BE L AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 14. 19811
CHRISTMAS IS COMING SOON !
SHOP BIG K
USE OUR LAY-A-WAY
FOR CARDS, TOYS AND ALL
YOUR CHRISTMAS NEEDS.
Nude Heel
Sizes 8} to 11
Special Purchase!
FLUFF SCUFF
Warm comfy flannel lined vamp with shaggy
manmade fleece uppers and innersole. Cushion-
ed sole for lounging comfort Sizes: 5-10. In as-
sorted colors
MISSES AND CHILD'S FUR BEAUTY
Pert "turk toe" styling topped off with a full
rich collar of soft rabbit fur. Wipe-clean vinyl
uppers. Sizes: 5-10 for Misses. In similar style
for children. Sizes: 10-3. In assorted colors.
Compare at $3.89!
MENS FOAM LINED OPERA SLIPPER
Man-sized comfort in soft flexible vinyl uppers
. with foam cushioned innersole, bouncy crepe
sole. Sizes: 6I-12 in brown.
Compare at 42.59
YOUNGSTERS PADDED HEEL MOt; NLIPPE'R
Wit hsole of genuine suede. Indian design and
fringe trim decorate our flannel-lined vinyl
softie for young Geronimos. Suede split leather
sole for long wear. In tan, sizes: 11-3
Acres of Free
Parking
4.
•
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